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INTRODUCTION 

Many theoretical approaches have been suggested for analysing the economic 
progress of developing countries The developing countries have a variety of 
difficulties the formation of capital, small domestic markets, low rate of growth in 
exporting primary goods and low productivity. It is easy to understand why chemical 
industries , which require extensive technology and high capital investment, are 
extremely difficult to establish in developing countries 

The pattern of industrial development and the selection of initial key industries 
differ from country to country. The selection and decisions are left in the hands of 
private entrepreneurs in such areas as the territory of Hong Kong and Malaysia, 
where me consumer goods industries occupy an important place in the economy. In 
other countries, e.g. India and Pakistan, the governments plan industrial 
development, and heavy industries, particularly iron, steel and machinery, are 
encouraged. In either cate, an industry with a minimal economic size of production 
usually requires a small capital investment. The technology required is simple, it is 
not difficult to beg» domestic production, and such an industry can easily become a 
domestic producer Oiemical industrie* generally do not meet such conditions and 
are therefore, with the exception of fertilizers, still in the early stages of development 
in most lest advanced countries. 

The fertilizer industry » different from the others because Governments strongly 
support the use of fertilizers to help agriculture A domestic supply of fertilizers is 
particular^ encouraged. At present, most EC AFE (Economic Commission for Asia 
and the Far East) countries import food even though they are agricultural. At the 
same time, they realize the need to increase food production within their countries 
without spending too much foreign currency by importing either food or fertilizers . 
These circumstances increate the importance of the fertilizer industry among the 
chemical industriel in the region. The development of the fertilizer industry 
promotes related industries, such as the production of sulphuric acid, methanol, 
formaldehyde, urea-formaldehyde resin, melamine, acrylonitrik, and encourages the 
introduction of the natural gas and petrochemical industries. 

Before the Second World War chemical industries in the developed countries were 
beted on coal, coke and electricity. At that time aromatic compounds were produced 
from coke-oven gas, but ammonia, soda and carbide were produced by electrolysis 
and electric furnaces. After the war, the source of energy was changed from coal or 
hydro-power to petroleum, and the coal chemical industry was gradually replaced by 
the petrochemical industry The polymer industry based on petrochemicals has 
shown remarkable progress, and has greatly developed its output of various kinds of 
synthetic resins, fibres and rubbers. 

Most of the chemical industries in developing countries were started after the 
Second World War. Even the fast-frowing fertilizer industry has bated its raw 
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material on petroleum. In other words, the establishment of chemical industries in 
developing countries is not following the old route of the chemical industr es of more 
advanced countries. Instead, the developing countries are starting with the modern 
technology of petrochemicals without first organizing a coal chemical industry. 

The development of the petrochemical and polymer industry, and the wider use 
of automatic systems have strongly emphasized the characteristics of the chemical 
industries and have made a high technical standard necessary. The advantages of large 
plants have become greater and more decisive. The lack of abundant capital, large 
markets and high technical standards are obstacles to the establishment of chemical 
industries in developing countries. 

The plastics fabricating industry is basically a consumer goods industry and is 
not so vital to life in developing countries as the fertilizer industry. As it requires 
relatively small capital and simple techniques, the plastics industry has been 
developing in Hong Kong and in Thailand and many other countries in the ECAFE 
region in recent years. The synthetic resins industry, which requires huge investments 
and large plants, has not yet been completely developed. 

In order to establish a unified plastics industry, the following industries should 
be developed simultaneously: a petrochemical industry to supply raw materials for 
synthetic resins and additives; a synthetic resins and a plastics processing industry; an 
industry for plastics machinery, parts and services; and an industry to supply 
plasticizers and additives. 



Parti 

ESTABLISHING PLASTICS INDUSTRIES IN DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES 

1.1     Structure of the plastics inùustry 

Research in polymer chemistry began with a study of possible substitutes for 
wood, ceramics, leather, natural fibres, natural rubber and metal. As a result, 
phenolic resin was created in 1904, urea resin in 1922, and polystyrene, polyvinyl 
chloride, methyl methacrylate, melamine and polyamide resins between 1930 and 
1940. Before the Second World War, thermosetting resins, phenolic resin in 
particular, were used mainly as dielectrical insulating materials. After the war, the 
popularity of thermoplastics increased and the three major resins became 
polyethylene, polystyrene and polyvinyl chloride (PVC). Because of their light 
weight, easy processability and low price, these plastics have been used for many 
products, such as packaging materials, containers, building materials, mechanical 
parts, wire and cable. It is expected that the consumption of plastics in the year 2000 
will be 50 times as large as present consumption, whereas metal consumption will 
increase only 25 times. Table 1 gives additional information on the estimated 
consumption of basic materials. 

TABLE 1.     ESTIMATED WORLD CON SUMPTION OF BASIC MATERIALS 
(kilograms per capita) 

1966        1970        ¡980       1985        1990        2000 

Estimated world 
population (millions)   3,400 3,700 4,600 5,000 5,600 7,000 

Metab 14.5 158.0 206.0 241.0 270.0 362.0 
Plastics                          5.0 7.0 23.0 48.0 75.0 243.0 
Synthetic rubber            1.1 1.5 2.5 3.2 4.1 6.4 
Chemical fibres             1.6 1.9 2.8 3.4 4.3 6.6 
Natural rubber               0.6 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 
Natura! fibres                5.5 5.8 6.6 7.0 7.4 8.6 

Source: Kunststoffe (Munich), August 1966. 
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The plastics industry is still young and many new resins will undoubtedly be 
created in the future. At the same time, the production costs of established resins 
wül be reduced as new processes are developed. New resins and the improvement of 
processes are two reasons for the rapid growth in the consumption of plastics; one 
may assume that this constant improvement is inherent in the plastics industry. 

The structure of the plastics industry will now be reviewed with respect to 
synthetic resins, plastics processing, the structure of demand and patents. 

Production structure of the synthetic resins industry 

Technical developments in the synthetic resins industry are resulting in new 
resins and a reduction of costs through new processes. These developments in turn, 
are creating additional demand for the products. Acetylene from calcium carbide has 
been used as a raw material for polyvinyl chloride resin, but the recently developed 
oxychlorination process now employs ethylene as the raw material in place of 
acetylene. The production of melamine is presently undergoing a change from the 
dicyandiamide process to the urea process. 

Figure 1 shows the flow of production from raw materials to finished plastics 
products in plastics-related industries. 

Thermoplastic resins are available primarily in pellet or powder form, while 
thermosetting resins are supplied chiefly in the form of paste or liquid. The 
thermosetting moulding powder is produced by drying the liquid resin and they are 
essentially the same. This difference between thermosetting and thermoplastic resins 
is characteristic of the two resins. The thermoplastic resin is a high polymer which 
has been controlled by polymerization. In addition, reversible thermal characteristics 
have been utilized in its processing. But three-dimensional molecules are formed 
during the processing of thermosetting resins and they are often manufactured in 
part during processing. The thermoplastic resin is often more convenient to transport 
and store than the thermosetting resin. 

There are two ways of making thermosetting resins. One method is to make a 
single product continuously by mass production, and the other is to make, at the 
processor's request, batches of resins of different composition or different degrees of 
polycondensation. As an example of the first method, urea-formaldehyde resin 
adhesives are produced for plywood plants. Installing a larger reactor can save 
production costs; however, even in this case, the size of the reactor must be limited 
in order to maintain uniform reactions and good-quality products. In the second 
method, semi-reacted resins are produced in the resin plants, and the remaining 
reaction takes place in the moulds of compression-moulding machines. Requirements 
for such a resin are so diversified that the resin producers are compelled to 
manufacture small batches of different types. This does not help reduce production 
costs. 

Since the thermosetting resin is cross-linked in the processing, the requirements 
from the processor are varied and special orders are not rare; therefore plant size is 
not a problem. Starting production in a developing country is easier with 
thermosetting resins than with thermoplastics. 

With thermoplastic resins, there is no chemical reaction in the processing stage 
and there is therefore only a limited variety of resins produced. Different properties 
can be obtained however by a polymer-blending procedure or by an after-treatment 
such as radiation. In this process, the raw materials for thermoplastic resins are 
supplied through pipes in the gas-liquid phase to the polymerization reactor. The size 
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ASSUMPTION 
ETHYLENE   (RAW MATERIAL!:    4.4  CENTS/POUND 

25.000 50.000 75.000 

PLANT CAPACITY   (TONS/YEAR) 

100,000 

Figure 2.    Interrelationship of production cost and plant capacity in a polyethylene plant 

ASSUMPTIONS 
ACETYLENE: «.7» CENTS/POUND 

CHLORINE: *-1° CENTS/POUND 

PVC CAPACITY:   12.000 TONS/YEAR 

(•,000 TONS PVC 
PER YEARI 

RATE OF OPERATION. PER CENT OF CAPACITY (12,000 TONS PVC 

PER YEAR) 

Figure 3.    Interrelationship of rate of operation and production cost in a polyvinyl chloride 
plant 
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of the polymerization reactor is determined by what is usual in the apparatus 
industry Large production capacity will not be an advantage when the size is 
obtained from many small units. Economy will be more easily achieved with a few 
large reactors. Figure 2 shows the production cost of polyethylene in relation to 

plant capacity. 
The nature of the apparatus industry also determines the rate of operation in a 

thermoplastic resin plant, and plant size is closely related to the production cost. 
Figure 3 shows the interrelationship of production cost and rate of operation in a 
polyvinyl chloride plant. 

The major raw materials for thermoplastic resins are petrochemicals. The size of 
the petrochemicals plant therefore has an overwhelming effect on the cost of raw 
materials for thermoplastic resins. Ethylene is the raw material for polyethylene, 
polystyrene and vinyl resins; thus, the size of the ethylene plant is particularly 
important Figure 4 gives the production cost of ethylene for various plant capacities. 

ASSUMPTION 
NAPHTHA   (RAW MATERIAL):    MO.tO  PC«   TON 

I »- 
U - 

a 
O 3 
I- ° 
p. ii 

u 
a 
o a a. 

50.000 100.000 200,000 

PLANT   CAPACITY   (TONS/YEA"! 

300,000 

Figure 4.     Interrelationship of production cost and plant capacity in an ethylene plant 

There is a trend towards larger ethylene plants; the newest ones have a capacity of 
more than 300,000 tons per year. An ethylene plant with a capacity of 50,000 tons 
per year in a developing country can hardly compete with finished products from the 
300,000-tons-per-year plants existing elsewhere, unless political or tariff barriers are 
established to protect it against imports and outside competition. 

Another important point in judging the economy and competitiveness of an 
ethylene plant is its effective use of by-products, such as propylene and butadiene. A 
demand for these by-products should be created and should balance the required 
output of ethylene. If the by-products cannot be used, the main product (ethylene) 
must bear the full cost of all expenses in the plant and this naturally raises its cost. 
There are differences among countries with respect to the consumption pattern of 
various petroleum products; this also implies a difference in the source of ethylene. 
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The United States of America has a great need for automotive fuel and has built 
I" «e refineries to meet this need. Gasoline is the major product of such refineries, 
and the production system is organized to obtain as much gasoline as possible. 
Naphtha is reformed in the refineries to produce the reformed gasoline and therefore 
is not a major raw material in the petrochemical industry. On the other hand, 
European and Japanese refineries produce less gasoline and more heavy distillates for 
fuel consumption. Naphtha is seldom reformed to produce gasoline; it is used instead 
in the petrochemical industry. 

It is not expected that gasoline consumption will be very great in developing 
countries. Naphtha is therefore available as a chemical raw material. In countries 
where natural gases are abundant, for example Iran, naphtha need not be used as a 
raw material. The price of naphtha is closely related to its pattern of consumption in 
refineries. 

As mentioned above, the cost of thermoplastic resins is dependent on the rate of 
operation, the size of the polymer plant, the operation of the ethylene plant, the 
degree to which by-products are utilized, and the price of the ethylene feedstock, 
either gas or naphtha. These are all relevant to the production capacity. A high 
consumption of resin is essential if prices are to be reduced. 

Structure of the plastics processing industry 

In the earliest stage of the plastics processing industry, the compression- 
moulding tradesmen produced household goods and electrical appliance parts with 
thermosetting resins. The main thermosetting resin at that time was phenolic 
moulding powder. The moulding enterprises were small but usually sucessful for 
several reasons: compression moulding machines were relatively cheap; business 
could be started with a small investment; the moulding process was not suitable for 
mass production, small shops could therefore compete well with larger ones; and it 
was possible to vary products and quantities to suit specific orders. Many moulders 
subcontracted for electric companies. The subcontractors were usually low in labour 
cost, productivity and efficiency. 

The present stage of the plastics processing industry came in with the new 
thermoplastic resins. Low-density polyethylene is easy to process and the processing 
machine required is relatively cheap. The moulders are therefore able to maintain 
their "cottage industry" characteristics. 

The processing of polyvinyl chloride resins, on the other hand, is difficult. Many 
types of processing methods have been developed and large enterprises have entered 
the plastics processing industry. Mass production has been employed to make film, 
sheet, plate, pipe and other products by calendering, extrusion or injection moulding. 
Markets such as those for natural rubber, leather, metal pipe and celluloid were 
invaded by plastic products, and even processors of natural raw materials changed to 
plastics processing. Processors of PVC resins were required to have relatively large 
amounts of capital and high technical standards. The calendering, extruding or 
compounding of PVC require more than the plain extrusion of polyethylene. The 
distribution of the processing methods in some European countries is shown in table 2. 
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In general, most of the plastics processing industries in developed countries are 
still small-scale enterprises with the characteristics of a labour-intensive industry. The 
total number of processing plants in the United States in 1966 was approximately 
8,700, of which 52 per cent had less than ten moulding machines. In the Federal 
Republic of Germany there were 2,037 processing plants with more than ten workers 
in August 1966. In the United Kingdom there were only 800 such plants and the 
average number of workers was 50. Italian plants with more than ten workers 
totalled 2,750 in 1965, of which 1,350 consumed less than ten tons of resin per year. 
800 consumed 10 to 100 tons, and only 600 companies used more than 100 tons In 
Japan at the time of writing (October 1967), the total number of processmg plants 
was approximately 15,000, of which 1,500 had more than 30 workers. In Hong Kong 
in 1963, the total number of plants was 1,700 and the average number of workers 
among the 1,277 larger processors was approximately 36 Thailand has 170 
processing companies, ten of which have more than 30 workers. Indonesia, Pakistan 
and the Philippines have about 300 processing companies each. The Republic of 
China and India have about 120 each, and Malaysia and Singapore each have 
approximately 50 companies (table 3). 

TABU   3      l ST1MATED NUMBFR OF PLASTICS PRCC i SSING PLANTS IN SI LICTKD 
COUNTRIES 

Country No 

Japan 

Unites States 

Italy 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 

Kong Kong 

Argentina 

United Kingdom 

Mexico 

Indonesia 

Philippines 

Pakistan 

Chile 

Thailand 

China (Taiwan) 

India 

Malaysia 

Singapore 

15,000 

8,700 

2,750 

2,037« 

1,700 

840 

800« 

500 

300 

300 

290 

240 

170 

120 

120« 

50 

50 

'Not including compatta*« with low than ton work ort. 
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TABLh 4        lYPtS Ot   PRO» l S1»   IN   IS*   IN  PL AS Ili S  INI>1 MRUS IN   KPAN    \S[) 

DISTRIBUTION   A   PI AN IS B\ Sl/t  AND SAI.» S   \ ih\ 

Si? e Sele\ 
iper cent) iper i r nt) 

Fsttmated 
Type of number of large Medium ft» 1 arge Medium to 

moulding process companies plants smaM plants 

98 

plants 

25 

tmaU plants 

Compression moulding 3,800 75 

Injection moulding 3,300 5 95 30 70 

Extrusion moulding 1,300 10 90 50 so 
Inflation 260 5 95 10 90 

Blow moulding 470 5 95 20 HO 

Calendering 350 80 20 90 to 
Vacuum forming 360 5 95 20 m 
Lamination 200 80 :o 90 10 

Others 3.000 1 99 5 95 

TOTAL 13,040 

Source Japan PUmtU*, S»pt«ml»«r I »*4 

Table 4 indicates that calendering and lamination processe» have been employed 
by the large processing companies as a result of extremely hsjh investment 
requirements. 

A» observed above, many small plastics processing companies tend to specialize 
They are often individually owned, but are, at the same time, relatively weak 
financially and technically owing to a shortage of capital This type of business bases 
its expansion on individual ability and sales power Some specialized companies in 
Japan and the United Sutes havt grown to be large enterprises and have been able to 
start their own res*n production. Ukase cases are, however, exceptional 

Many manufacturers of industrial parts ate subcontractor» h electrical, 
communication or automotive industries and progress together with their parent 
companies. Manufacturers of housewares depend primarily on their ability to develop 
so me thin | unique and sellable, but abo on their sales power Other processing 
companies are subsidiaries of resin manufacturera, rubber processors, metal pipe 
manufacturers, electronic companies and distributors of plastic products These 
subsidiaries often retch medium or targe capacity and usually employ mass 
production. If the rein manufacturers have enough subsidiary processors they can 
mass produce retina because of their higri captive consumption 

The distributors of plastics ware accept and diatribute all completed products, 
justifying large-scale operations in the processing industry Electrical or machinery 
compatit* préfet te haw» ui—nun parts sttpa*e4 by the suèeidianes while they 
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produce the delicate parts themselves Kubber tabncstors and metal products 
companies want tn maintain their own market« ami expect that their own plastics 
production will compensate tor any decrease in sales <»* the existing line ot product* 
Some larpr companies often employ »ubcontraitori for the purpose of maintaining 
their business volume In this case, the large company otter passe« off any loss to the 
subcontractors where it is covered by a low cost of production 

Parent  companies,   or   la»ge  companies    assist   sun* «itrai tors   hy   providing 
equipment   financing and credit   rentmf equipment or an entire  plant, offen** 
long-term contracts or advance payment for products ami giving technical assistance 
In  Japan about *H) per cent of all smaîl processing plants with less than twenty 
workers obtain the» business hy subcontract in« 

Most plastics pn»cesMnf companies are located in and around cities, which 
indicates that the maionty of plastics end-uses are consumer goods The moulded 
products are usually UH> bulky and costly to transport far 

As figure S shows the average sales of an entrust -moulding company are much 
higher than for other moulding comsanies because e M rust» m mo« Wing machin«* 
have high productivity «nee the extradât die can be changed eaatry The other 
moulding specialists particularly in compression or iruectmn moulding, have less 
control of the quality and type of their products because die changing costs much 
more in time and money The moulds ate difficult to make quickry and there are 
long delays in delivery These difficulties seem to be the causes of the low rate of 
growth in compression and imecüon moulding 

ST««*   CO«»»*'«» 

5       4 mari m i m*-i*ê2 
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Since the initial stages ut" plastics processing, the mould industry has been closely 
connected with the plastics industry, including compression and injection moulding 
The problems of the mould industry are primarily technical a shortage of capacity 
and weak Management The technique of making moulds is based on experience, and 
often the<wy is of no help Ihe flow of the molten resin in the mould and the 
shrinkage of the resin must be considered in mould designing 

The worker in a mould-manufacturing plant needs more training than one in a 
plastics processing company In an average mould-making company in Japan, the 
proportion of workers with more than three years' training is 4X per cent, compared 
with to per cent in an average processing company 

As requirements for the quality of plastic products grow in the future, so 
requirements for moulds will become correspondingly extensive, detailed and 
complicated It is therefore necessary for the mould industry to prepare 
h«h-prec«K»n machines for making moulds In order to develop the plastics industry 
m a country, the mould industry must be developed and expanded at the same time 
It is also important that the qualitative and quantitative goals for the mould industry 
aie set higher than the present standards of the industry in that country. 

The development of plastics machinery is important to the growth of the plastics 
processing industry There are many examples of cooperation between synthetic 
renn manufacturers and plastics-machine manufacturers in the developed countries. 
However, in the developing countries, it is necessary in the first stage to import the 
pn>cessmg machines with the hope of later supplying them domestically, with or 
without foreign technical aid Shortage of spare parts causes delays and trouble with 
the macheies The availability of good, inexpensive machines and equipment 
increases the number of processors, resulting in an increased consumption of resins. 

Strui ture of demand for plastic products 

The structure of demand for plastic products is formed by tour factors method 
of processing, physical properties of plastics, prices and social circumstances. 

The pressing method «s the Apt factor m forming the structure of demand 
indicated in figure 6 The shape of the products and their applications are limited by 
the processing method Injection moulding is suitable for making inexpensive 
household gtxxis and industrial parts. The extruded products are suitable for film and 
pipe and calendering is used for making artificial leather and sheets. In t^e total 
consumption of plastics products m seven countries of the European Economic 
Community (EfcC) and the United Kingdom in 1964, the extruded products 
occupied 26 4 per v*nt, injection-moulded products 15 4 per cent, calendered 
products 7.7 per cent, compression-moulded products 6.1 per cent, and other 
processes 44 6 per cent Polyethylene. PV( and urea resins occupied 77 per cent of 
the consumer goods market » Japan m 1962. The building industry, on the other 
hand, uses plastics because of their l«ht weight and ease of fabrication. 
IinfortunateK they tack strength and fire resistance, putting them at a disadvantage 
for feftéétnt »•«*• I« mdwstry. plasties are used for electrical and mechanical parts, 
particularly m electronics, and they are becoming more important in engineering as 
new ressns with improved properties aie introduced 

In the United States m 1966, extruded products consisted of 57.6 per cent PVC, 
31 5 per cent Polyethylene and 6 9 per cent polystyrene products. The injection of 
eoh/ctnylene products occupied 35.3 per cent, polystyrene 38.5 per cent and 
polypropylene 9 9 per cent.  Approximately 42 per cent of the total low-density 
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Figure   6.     Interrelationship   among   methods   of plastics   processing,   end-products   and 
applications 

polyethylene consumption was used for making packaging film. About 35 per cent of 
PVC resin was used for sheet and floor coverings, and 53 per cent of polystyrene 
resin was used for moulded products such as containers, housewares, toys and so 
forth. The consumption figures of low- and high-density polyethylene and PVC 
classified by manufacturing methods are shown in tables 5, 6 and 7. Table 8 shows 
the plastics production in several countries. 

The second factor in the structure of demand for plastics is their physical 
properties. They generally have good chemical resistance, light weight, corrosion 
resistance, ease of colouring and processing, beauty of appearance, and are insulators 
of heat and electricity. Plastics have some disadvantages: low resistance to heat, 
serate ha ble surfaces, some aging, and vulnerability to organic solvents. There are 
many kinds of synthetic resins and each has its own features in addition to those 
mentioned above. The choice of the correct resin depends on its particular 
application. 
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TABLE   5.     CONSUMPTION    01     LOW-DENSITY   POLYETHYLENE    CLASSII II D   BY 
MANUFACTURING  METHOD  IN JAPAN, THE UNITED  KINGDOM  AND THE  UNITED 

STATES, 1966 

JAPAN UNITED KINGDOM UNITED STATES 

(thousands (per cent (thousands (per cent (thousands (per cent 
of tons) of total) of tons) of total) of tons) of total) 

Film and sheet 192.4 63.5 16.1 45.8 500.0 49.3 

Injection moulding    29.1 9.6 29.2 17.4 175.0 17.3 

Extrusion coating 44.8 14.8 17.9 10.6 120.5 11.9 

Wire and cable 21.0 6.9 15.8 9.4 120.5 11.9 

Blow moulding 9.2 3.0 17.4 10.4 22.7 2.2 

Pipe and conduit 2.0 0.7 5.5 3.2 29.5 2.9 

Miscellaneous 4.7 1.5 5.5 

168.0 

3.2 45.5 4.5 

TOTAL 303.2 100.0 100.0 1,013.7 100.0 

TABLE   6.    CONSUMPTION   OF   HIGH-DENSITY   POLYETHYLENE   CLASSIFIED   BY 
MANUFACTURING METHOD  IN JAPAN, THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE UNITED 

STATES, 1966 

JAPAN UNITED KINGDOM UNITED STATES 

(thousands 
of tons) 

(per cent 
of total) 

(thousands 
of tons) 

(per cent 
of total) 

(thousands (percent 
of tons)      of total) 

Blow moulding 20.1 20.8 16.8 48.0 181.8 50.0 

Injection moulding 30.7 31.7 10.4 29.5 88.6 24.4 

Fibre 22.9 23.7 3.1 9.0 2.3 0.6 

Film and sheet 19.2 20.0 1.7 5.0 20.4 5.6 

Wire and cable 0.1 0.1 1.0 3.0 13.6 3.8 

Pipe and conduit 1.6 1.6 0.9 2.5 22.7 6.3 

Extrusion coating 0.5 0.5 4.6 1.2 

Miscellaneous 1.7 

96.8 

1.6 1.1 

35.0 

3.0 29.6 8.1 

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 363.6 100.0 
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The third  factor   is  the   price of plastics    Synthetic resins   particularly  the 
thermoplastic resins, become cheaper as the petrochemical industry develops   The 
petrochemical raw materials for plastics resins are plentiful at the tune of writing 
(October 1967), and large-scale production is becoming more economica! every year 
This tendency should continue 

The fourth factor is the social circumstances in various countries Each country's 
population has its own pattern of living and this makes the demand structure of 
plastics variable according to area As tables S. <>. 7 and H how, the pattern of 
consumption is different in each country In the United StaCs, soft PV( products 
are in much greater demand than ngid ones The same situation •» found in the 
United Kingdom. Japan, on the other hand, has a large share of rigid products. The 
consumption per capita of PVC resin in soft products in l%3 was 6 H pounds in the 
United States, 5 9 pounds in the Federal Republic of (.ermany. 5.H pounds in 
France, 5.7 pounds in the United Kingdom, 3.8 pounds in Japan, and 3.2 pounds in 
Italy. The consumption of PVC resin for ngid use ranges from J.8 pounds in Japan 
and 3.6 pounds in the Federal Republic of Germany, to 2 2 pounds in Italy, 12 
pounds in France, 0.8 pounds in the United Kingdom and 0 4 pounds in the United 
States. The consumption of ngid PVC resin products is rising quickly m Europe 
where the BEC nations with the United Kingdom produced 34 pei cent rigid and 66 
per cent soft PVC in 1964; these proportions are expected to change by 1970 to 44 
per cent rigid and 56 per cent soft PVC 

There are various types of PVC resin and the resin preferences sometimes differ 
from country to country. In Japan in I960, 9? per cent of the PVC resin was 
homopolymer, 6 per cent copolymer and 2 per cent paste resin, white in the United 
States, 66 per cent was homopolymer, 33 per cent copolymer and 1 per cent paste 
resin. In 1966 the United Kingdom and the United States used 42 per cent of their 
polyethylene in manufacturing packaging film. The figure was 60 per cent for Japan 
and about 80 per cent for China (Taiwan). The figure could be much higher in the 
developing countnes; it might be safe to assume that almost all the polyethylene 
would be used as packaging film. 

Plastics products can be classified into five main markets consumer goods, 
industrial materials, building materials, adhesives and paints In 1964 the EEC and 
the United Kingdom reached a consumption total of 40.1 per cent in consumer 
goods, 18.2 per cent in industrial materials, 13.6 per cent in building materials. 12 9 
per cent in adhesives and 11.5 per cent in the paint industry Of the 40 1 per cent in 
consumer goods, 45 per cent was used in packaging matenals Consumer goods 
industries usually start with cheaper raw materials since the products are directly 
consumed or given away. 

There are two major considerations in the plastics processing industry One is the 
dual structure of the industry. The resin manufacturing industry is an industry with 
large equipment, but the plastics processing industry is mainly a "cottage industry". 
Because of the big difference in capital investment and technology between the two. 
the processors should develop their own specialized applications and methods. 

Second, through constant contact with the resin producers, the processors and 
machine producers should be able to find the most suitable procesaing method for 
the resin. They should sdso be able to select good-quality processing machines and 
improve the design and quality of moulded products, thereby increasing the demand 
for their products. 
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composed of mon inner production p.>l\ men/alion processing and the inter 
relationship oí the three Ihe methods have been developed b\ enterprises and 
research institutes in the developed countries and many patents have been granted 
Particularly for thermoplastics most ot the monomer production processes are based 
on petrochemical techniques developed, lor the most part hy several I nited States 
companies Polymers such as polyethylene polypropylene and epoxy resins have 
been developed also hy huronean companies Therefore developing countries 
interested in establishing such plants using either their own or foreign methods must 
introduce patent rights and/or know how The estahhshment of a |ouit company 
with patents and know how supplied hy participating companies or countries is often 

the best choice 

It is apparent that an eliort by a developing country to, reate its own processes 
without infringing existing rights would he very time-consuming It is highly desirable 
to establish an industry at an early date These two factors indicate that the 
introduction of foreign processes complete with know-how is the best solution for 
the time being But in order to encourage the interest and participation of foreign 
corporations, the governments of developing countries should create favourable 
domestic conditions 

A good environment for investment includes political stability steady 
development of the economy and good protection for foreign investments, including 
free repatriation of capital and free remittance of earnings Ihe most important 
aspect is the protection of industrial rights Most of the above conditions apply when 
the introduction of patents and know-how is considered with emphasis on 
guaranteeing safety and profitability for foreigners It is also reported that there is a 
lack of good engineers and educated operators in developing countries which tends 
to discourse foreign investment Son» steps mu>t therefore be taken to provide 
qualified personnel who take an intereSÜIÉieír work 

Many  developing  countries h. vt fit completed a system  of  patent  laws 
Enterprises in developed countries are apt to be hesitant about seUing technology to 
or investing in projects in these countries  hull ownership of a company in such 
countries might guarantee a certain amount of security for such enterprises, however 
most developing countries prefer not  to start their plasties industry in this way 
Among the M AFE countries, Ceylon. Indonesia Iran  laos and the Philippines are 
members of the Union of the Convention of Pans for the Protection of Industrial 
Property China (Taiwan), India, Pakistan and the Republic of Korea have their own 
patent laws, but they have not joined the Utwon, Afghanistan, Bhutan, Nepal and 
Thailand have no patent system. It is hoped that a common international patent 
system may be established to include most of the patent laws of different countries 
The activity of BIRM (Bwemx Intermtuwmux Reunis pour te Protection de ta 
Propriété IntetttctwBe) m (»eneva could be helpful m establishing »eh a system 

The authors believe that it is very important for developing countries to establish 
patent laws and to jo« the Union of the Convention of Par» THJS may encourage 
mon fofc«n entetptises to offer technical assistance and to invest the» patents and 
know-how ui new companies and industriel 
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1 2     Preient   situation   of   the  plastics   industry   in   the   developing 
countries of the K AF F regio.i 

I he distribution of worid plastics production between 1963 and 1966 is 
presented in table H The total output figure for plastics rose from 10,415,600 tons 
in I96Î to 16.309,000 tons in 1966 The annual rate of growth was 16 percent. The 
Federal Republic of dermany. France, Italy, Japan, the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, the United Kingdom and the United States shared K6 per cent of the 
total Japan controls approximately 90 per cent of total production in the ECAFE 
region The consumption per capita in this region is very small Table 9 below shows 
the world production and consumption of plastics. The Federal Republic of 
Germany has the highest consumption of plastics per capita, and the United States, 
the United Kingdom, France and Japan follow 

Polyethylene 

In India the production of polyethylene began in 19S9 and by 1965 had reached 
a yearly output of 1.1,198 tons (table 10». In August 1959 Alkali and Chemical 
Corporation of India, a subsidiary of 1(1 (Imperiai Chemical Industnes), began 
production of polyethylene at Rishra West Bengal Unum Carbide of India, a 
subsidiary of UCC (Union Carbide Corporation), began its operations at Trombay in 
1961 Both plants manufactured ethylene from alcohol, however, Union Carbide has 
already switched from alcohol as the raw material to naphtha supplied by Esso from 
their Trombay refinery 

A plan to construct a plant with an annual capacity of 40,000 tons is now being 
developed in the petrochemical complex at Koyali, Gujarat in India. Another 
29.000-ton-per-year capacity plant is being constructed in the Barauni (Bihar) 
petrochemical complex A plant with an annual capacity of 13,500 tons of 
high-density polyethylene is now under construction by the Polyolefines Industries 
Ltd with financial and technical aid from Hoechst of the Federal Republic of 
Germany The goal for production of polyethylene by the end of the Fourth 
Five-Year Plan (1970/1971, is 125,000 toas 

In China (Taiwan) polyethylene was not produceu until recently The Taiwan 
Polymer Corporation is now building a low-density polyethylene plant with an 
annual capacity of 18,000 tons at Kaoshiung with financial and technical aid from 
the National Distillers and Chemical Corporation of the United States. It was 
•xpected to begin work early in 1968. Ethylene will be supplied from the naphtha 
cracker of the Chinese Petroleum Corporation 

In Pakistan, Vaiika Chemical Industries began production of low-density 
polyethylene at Karachi m 196é The present raw materni for the 5,000-ton-annual- 
capacity plant t* akohul. but a switch to ethylene from the naphtha-cracker centre of 
the Ethylene Corporation is anticipated when another polyethylene plant 
( 10,000-ton annual capacity) begins operations. 

In Iran a totnt venture of Mattonai Petrochemical Company and Allied Chemical 
Company of th« United States has resulted in a low-density polyethylene plant with 
an annual capacity of 60,000 tons. As Iran is one of the large oil-producing countries, 
its abundant supply nf natural gas is used as the raw material for polyethylene 

As mentioned above, the annual production capacity of polyethylene m the 
ECAFE countries will reach 180,000 tons of low-density polyethylene and 24,000 
tons of haj^v-denaity Polyethylene m the very near future (table 11 ) 
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The largest consumer of polyethylene in this region is Hong Kong, which 
imported approximately 43,000 tons in 1965 and 49,000 tons in 1966. Table 12 
shows the export of polyethylene resin totalling 100,000 tons from Japan to the 
EC AFE region in 1966. The per capita consumption in Hong Kong is, at 13.3 
kilograms, the highest in the region. Singapore follows with 2.3 kilograms, China 
(Taiwan) with 0 7 kilograms, and Thailand with 0.5 kilograms. AU other ECAFE 
countries consume less than 0.5 kilograms of polyethylene per capita, as shown in 
table 13 If all ECAFE countries, with the exception of the territory of Hong Kong, 
Singapore and Cruna (Taiwan), were to consume 0.5 kilograms of polyethylene per 
capita, the total consumption would be approximately 500,000 tons Detailed figures 
are given in table 14. If this were possible, Iran would become the only country with 
a surplus production of polyethylene. 

TA1LE  13   FUR CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF POLYETHYLENE IN THE ECAFE REGION, 
1966 

Per capita 

Population Consumption consumption 

Country (thoumnds) (tonti (kg) 

China (Taiwan) 12,257 12,000 1.0 

Hong Kong 3,692 49,000 13.3 

Malaysia 9,135 1,195 0 1 

Philippines 32,073 5,998 0.2 

Republic of Korea 28,024 2,205 0.1 

Thailand 29,700 15,599 0.5 

Low-dennty polyethylene H easier to poce« than other synthetic «aim, «id 
eve* the «mie« plants in tht world have bee« producing this nan. ThM should act 
•a M incentive for the developing countries to start processing polyethylene Large 
amounts of capital and advanced techniques are not requited The processing of 
hjgfl-dentity polyethylene is graduatty «creasing in the ECAFE countries, but it is 
mon difficult than with low-density polyethylene Another disadvantage of 
hajMensity polyethylene is its lack of a large market such as one for packaging Mm 
Therefore me chum-sued or large plants for manufacturing moulded produca and 
pipes would be needed 
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TABLE 14.     POTENTIAL TOTAL CONSUMPTION OF POLYETHYLENE IN THE ECAFE 
REGION 

Country 
Population 
(thousands) 

Potential 
total consumption" 
(tons) 

Afghanistan 14,900 7,450 

Bhutan 700 350 

Brunei 93 47 

Burma 23,735 11,868 

Cambodia 5,900 2,950 

Ceylon 10,625 5,312 

China (Taiwan) 12,257 20,000* 

Hong Kong 3,692 50,000* 

India 475,305 237,652 

Indonesia 100,800 50,400 

Iran 22,523 11,262 

Laos 1,925 962 

Malaysia 9,135 4,568 

Nepal 9,700 4,850 

Pakistan 100,762 50,381 

Philippines 32,073 16,036 

Republic of Korea 28,024 14,012 

Republic of Viet-Nam 15#15 7,858 

Singapore #«> 5,000* 

Thailand 29,700 

1 

31,200* 

rOTAL 532,158 

*N»mkar of IntiaMteitti X O.S k| per cm pirn. 
*ISM4 on prtMnt e MIMMI ption plu« futurt «stimata. 

Polyvinyl chhride 

The ECAFE countries that are presently producing PVC retins «e China 
(Taiwan), India, Iran, Pak ut an, the Philippines and the Republic of Korea (table 15 
below) The first plant in the area, the Formosa Plastic» Corporation, was established 
in China (Taiwan) and started operations in June 1957. China nasties, Yee Fong 
Plastics and Casey nasties have operated plants since 1966. Total capacity in August 
1966 was 84,000 tons per year and an increase to 100,000 tons is expected in the 
near future 
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In India the Calico Mills. Chemical Division began operations in September 
1461 Rajasthan Vinyl and Chemicals, a subsidiary ot Delhi ( loth and (.eneral Mills, 
started its plant in Kotah in 1964 Chemicals and Plastics ltd began operating in 
1967. The present total annual capacity of the plants is 2 * 2(H) tons With the 
addition of a national organic chemical plant in Ihana. a (.u|arat petrochemical 
complex in Koyali, and a plastics resins and chemical plant in Tuticonn. the total 
annual capacity is expected to reach 85,200 tons in the near future 

In the Republic of Korea. Daihan Plastics started a plant in l%o with 6.000 
tons annual capacity, and Kong Young Chemical Industry began operations in its 
6,000 tons annual capacity plant in September 1^67 Korea Industrial Chemical 
Corporation proposes a plant with an annual capacity of 15.000 tons and the 10,000 
tons annual capacity plant of Yupoong Chemical is scheduled at the tune of writing 
(autumn 1967) foi completion in 1968 

In the Philippines, Mabuhai Rubber Company, which is now in full operation, 
has operated its plant of 6,000-tons annual capacity since August 1965 

In Iran a joint venture of National Petrochemical Company (Iran, 74 per cent) 
and B F. Goodrich Chemical Company (United States, 26 per cent) was established 
and a 20,000-ton-capacity plant is under construction at the time >»f writing 

After these plants are completed, the annual production of PVC resins in the 
ECAFE countries is expected to total 70,000 tons. Japan exported 16,715 tons to 
this area during 1966, or about 50 per cent of imports to these countries The 
amount of PVC resins produced in China (Taiwan), India and the Philippines, plus 
the amount imported, constitutes the total consumption of PVC Table 12 indicates 
that the present annual demand for PVC resin in these countries is approximately 
90,000 tons, including the import of some PVC products which are partially 
plasticized. The figures in table 12 have been ad|usted to allow for this difference 

The production of PVC in China (Taiwan) has reached 7,(XX) tons per month, an 
amount which exceeds domestic requirements Approximately 70 per cent of the 
output is processed by subsidiary companies of the resin producers and only 10 per 
cent is processed by independent processors Nan Ya Plastics Fabrication Company, a 
subsidiary of Formosa Plastics Corporation, is now increasing its number of calenders 
from 14 to 16 or 18. Its processing capacity is 3,000 tons per month, which ranks it 
as one of the largest producers of PVC in the world About 20 per cent of the retin is 
exported to the territory of Hong Kong, the Republic of Korea, the Republic of 
Viet-Nam and other countries. Approximately 2,500 tons per month of PVC 
products such as sheet, film and raincoats have been exported to Australia, Canada, 
South-East Asia and the United States The 2,500 tons of exported goods are worth 
$7.55 million per year. 

In Hong Kong the import of PVC resin (table 41) was 5,355 tons in 1962, 8,749 
tons in 1963, 12,038 tons in 1964, 8,727 tons in 1965, 8,316 tons in 1966, aad was 
expected to increase to about 12,000 tons m 1967 The resin consumption is detailed 
in table 16 below. The decrease m the consumption of PVC resin in recent years was 
a result of the lower import of PVC products by Indonesia and the establishment of 
sandal and shoe plants in the Near East and Africa There ire about ten companies 
that produce sandals and other products, eg Nylex Hasties Ltd, Wofou Enterprise, 
Thian's nasties Industry Company and Kwong Yue nasties Company, and each 
consumes more than 100 tons of PVC resin per month 

There are many plastics processors in East Pakistan where the main business 
activity is manufacturing shoes. Approximately 600 tons of resins are consumed 
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I ABl I   li>       (ONSl MFIION Ol   PV(   Kl SIN BY   I V ft    \\l> PKOOl I 1   IN HON«. koN«, 
1 *M | ihh 

lyr* "/ 
PVi resin ProJut i / VA 4 / >M i ; v/i/i 

Soft Film and sheet i son 1 <M) ! MM) 

leather NX) i:o *K0 

Injection moulded items h MX) 4 (NX) .» MXJ 

Flooring material IM) HO :o 

Wire and cable insulations 70 SO ?o 

Compound for export I.HOO 1 000 S(XJ 

Slush moulding 1 .300 7 SO 700 

Rigid Phonograph records s 

Rates JO i:o S(XJ 

Pipe and conduit 120 ISO IN) 

Others HO 100 400 

TOTAL 11,850 SI so 7 7HS 

annually for this purpose, and »ella Artifrtex Industries has consumed more than VOO 
tons of PVC a year for coating leather and for extruding sheet and film in West 
Pakistan there are about K) PVC pr<* essmg plants that manufacture primarily soft 
products such as garden hose and mandais Only two companies SRS Industry 
Company and Basco Industries were producing calendered sheet and rigid PVC 
products m l%6 based on Japanese techniques These companies suffered from a 
shortage of PVC resin and for a ong period of time their plants could not work to 
full capacity This was partly a result of import market fluctuation which sometimes 
prevented them from imparting PVC resi* Arokey Chemical has started domestic 
production and two other companies are each planning to construct a 
V00r>ton-capacity PVC res* plant 

la Iran the main product« made of PVC are s^oes, leather, sheet and garden 
host Each at four companies, PI »etico Kar. Wie« »iocs, ietta Shots and Zardoshty, 
consumas mora than 100 tons of PVC par month There am other small scale 
marni facturen of sait, ptestKszed PVC products and several smalt processors of rsjtd 
products who follow the sxantpte of Polyca Factory, the first ngid-PVC-ptpe plant 
owned by the Government 

The largest sangle use of PVC res» in India is for calendered products such as 
leatáer<k*A. sheet asad fi«. Two compensée, amor indues*»* Ud and Uprihans 
(tedia) Ltd, have been operates« amee 19*4 Another smawrtaavt fsttd u wise and 
caaes coataaf m wstàsit aim cosnpanse*, Desto» Caèat Company, mdsa Cabla Company, 
NatKmti  I undue tors,   lUdsu and  fcUttntais   ManutaOurmg tympany, 
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Electric and (able < ompany and Plast* M.mlders I td have been operatine Ibe 
estimated total demand for PVt resin * * approx.in.telv M) (MR) torn in I»*»? 
Domestic production was not «ifTicient r    ,ove. th.* figure   thus «„ne renn had lo 

'"in^hailand »he demand for PVt tompound is between i 70 and : 10 torn per 
month and most of it is »wd in the five wire and cable companies I his industry u. 
growing at a rate of 10 to 12 per cent per vear Ma|or demands m\lude «arden hose 
and rigid pipe which account for approximate ' »«»"» per month m .«impound 
Almo« all the PVC film   sheet and leather h .e been imported  Mo« ot the P\( 

processors are very small 
In Malaysia the demand for PV( compound ranges from ISO to J00 tons per 

month Most of the procewors are small producers ot «arden hose with the 
exception of Malayan (able which «HI au me s almost  KM) torn of vompo..nd per 

month , L »>„> t   ><Cll 
In Singapore the monthly demand for PVC compound is between .00 and .Ml 

tons   Approximately  twenty proce»K)rs   .ncludmg C amel Industry I orporation   a 
subasdiary of China Plastics, Signa Cablea and Yamatai Plastics, have produced sheet 
leather garden hose, tile wire and cable  rigid pipe and others 

In the Republic of Korea. PV( resin has been produced solely by Hainan 
nasties The number of proteasing plants is very limited and the PVt re%.n primers 
are planning to proceed with the con.truct.on of then ..*n processing plants When 
this takes place, it » expected that the consumption of PV( wdl .ncrease rapidh/ 

In the Phtlippmes there are many plait its prm essors such as RH* O  nasties 
Incorporated of Quezon City  end Phdippme rahrikoid Incorporated   the PV( 
products of these mafor producers »elude wire and i able vinyl tile sheet and other 
products The Mabuhai Rubber PVt plant is m full operation and the resm demand is 

balanced with the resm supply by Mabuhai 
It has already been mdacated that among '( AFt countries the production of 

PVC M China (Taiwan) has alieady exceeded the domestic demand Th» wdl also be 
the case su Iran and the fUpubkc of Korea when the proposed pianti m those 
countries go on stream It is mote dsfficutt to budd many processing plants m the 
other ECAFE countnes, therefore, the above-mentioned and future PV( restn 
manufacturers must fmd an outlet for the» «creased production Procesamg 
induetnes set up under the ownerahay and control of ream rnanufactufers facúltale 

the export of PVC products matead of th« wem itoea* 
In general   PVC M a more difficult ream to process than polyethylene ot 

^yttyremTlt at necessary to add e*aet«te«n and stabler* m PVC procesan* to 
nw« flexMe and soft product. Tne procesamg of PVt m vario«, form. ta».**£* 

ani*«» techniques eenectnty  to produce the ripd  type »f PVt , PVt more 
protean»   tnemfoe» reuum muff» anwtance from ream manufacturer, m «eie* to 
ensure g.»« , ucesamg, It m. m thai cant good practice for a »am mnnutastufer to 
«n par'«>r alU'tnePVC prut, eatingnéant 

Pbtyntyrtm 

India *ná Chma 11 arwa* » are the only two BCAFÉ countries inanufacturiu« 
polvstyr-ne Production in Indu, ~es begun by Poh/clsem Ltd m JuryJ957, at wfcjçgj 
time «tvrene rmmomer was import**. Later the monomer was dometticafiy supntitf 
bv   manufacturing  ethylene  from   av **ol   Hindustan  PbryiMW  started  mairsng 
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monomer and polymer hv obtaining ethylene from the (altes refinery in I **e> t 
Nandia! Koppers and Synthetics and ( hemic al are alno pnuiu.. •"*» styrène rtmnomei 
tor different uses bul they are not making polystyrène 

In ( hiña lldiwanl I ai-la began producían ot polystyrene wit1 imported 
sfyrene monomer in |w»4 I he new polystyrene plant <>f [ m ( hui V uan ( ompanv is 
now» under construe tH»n I he l hiriese Petroleum ( orporation will belili operations tri 
its naphtha cracker and styrène -m* »nomer plant m IWs* 1 his will enable the 
companies mentioned above to obtain then monomer supply dornest Rally 

As ta Me  IJ shows   Japan exported X I Sv tons of polystyrene lo the K sll 
countries tr>  !W»n   an estimated 20 per cent of the total imports of these countries 
The total comum, tion   >f polystyrene will be approximately 4K l M JO tons in these 
countries when the product H >n capacity  is increased as planned in China l I aiwanl 
and    India    Hong   Kong   controls»   the   largest   share    4f>   per   >enl    of   this   to»al 
consumption estimale   Hong Kong imported about   .V (MM) ions «>l  polystyrene in 
I«*»* from ( jnadà K> 7<M) tons of   <l  per , ent »   the I nited Siatesi ^ ÍMM» tons ot  M 
per cent)   Japan I < MM) tons or   14 per    ent) and  Australia I ! UK) Ions or  10 per 
cent )   Ihe main uses of polystyrene are toi elei tri- al parts co" amers and household 
ware   In Hong Kong and  Thailand   the consumption of polystyrene is the »omd 
large« of all plastRs   ( onsumption of ihe resin is increasing in India and Pakistan 
The  use of poly sty iene  as foam  in  the p* kagwif industry t>t developing   ountnes 
would increase consumption   >f Ihe resin 

Phrnotu ff sin 

In the U Ar t regk>n ( h inai ( laiwan) and India are the two phenolic lesm 
producing countries Ihe moulding business in India hased on imported 
phenol*, formaldehyde moulding powdei started in ihe early I'JiOt the produtUon 
of phenolic moulding powder m India was stafted in lu4t> and was based on 
imported phenol »rid formaldehyde Ihe production of phenolR resin dal not reach 
1 UUU tuns per yew until 19$?. Since l°*l five companies Indian naît**, the 
Industrial Plastics ( orpin at um, JJLawp Awar|i, Sauraahtra KleetrRal and Metal 
Industrie » and Hyderabad lanatMled rWuct». have operated plants with capacities 
totalling approximately 4.SOU ton« pei year In addition to moulding powder 
phenol* lamtrates have been produced by two companies. Hyderabad Laminated 
Products and < 'prahans (India) ltd Fhirieen smaller .om panic s produce electrical 
accesaoms 

The mam applications for phenolR renn are electr*,al parts electrk, insulating 
material and mechanR»! parts such at gear wheels paint and adhäsives The rate of 
conaumptiun it lower than that of thermoplastics and increases more slowly 

Vrm rem 

Urea ream » produced m i hma (Taiwan), India and the Republic of Korea, and 
is used manly « adhesrves for making plywood 

About NJO per cent of all the thermosetting resin» used in (hma (Taiwan) go into 
the plywood and lumber industry At the same tane about W per cent of the 
urea-formaldehyde ream is used m plywood production The raw material for 
ph/wood is the timber that Tarwan imports from the Philippines The industry was 
started in order to satisfy domestic conaumptton in China (Taiwan), but it has grown 
rafxdty to its present size and is now earning valuable foreign exchange by exportais 
a torpe share of the products. 
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In India the consumption of urea formaldehyde adhesives im reased steadily 
durwif the first two five Year Plans leading to their commerçai production in l«ol 
rh« producers Allied Resini and Chemicals and Indian Plywood Manufacturing 
Company controlied 70 per cent .»t the total urea resin output Approximately «> 
per cent of this figure is represemed by moulding powder the production ut which 
was started in lu*r» by tenir companies Allted Resins and ( hemic als Simpson and 
( ompany Atul Produit« and Kattanchnd Hanasrei Plastics with a total i apacitv of 

4 f>O0 tons per year 
In Singapore a new plani   Singapore Adhesive* and ( hemicals   started work in 

the summer of l**>? making adheres tor plywood 
The outlook for plywood manufacture in the M Art countries is very hopeful 

and the us* of urea resin is expected to increase correspondingly 

Other sinrhetu resim 

There  are  many   other  resins  that   have  not  been   mentioned  m  the above 
paragraphs    such   as   polypropylene    epoxy   resms.   acrylic    resins   and   *>  on 
Polypropylene is consumed ai China i laiwan)  liong Kong. Pakistan   Ihailand and 
othar countries Ptdyester resm* have been used in ( hma < la.warU   Hong Kong and 
elsewhere  Alkvd resins have been produced in India and the Republic of Korea 

Plasta f mat hines and equipment 

The bask processes »>>i synthetic resins are compression moulding imecUm 
mouWmg. extrusion and Rendering Other processes such as slush moulding blow 
mouldmg. vacuum forming rotational moulding transfer moulding tluidized bed 
coating and injection blow moulding are not as basn as the above but are 

nevertheless employed in various ways 
The machines that predominate in developing countries are extruders miction 

machines inflation machine* (a type of extruder) and press*s for compression 
moulding As table \t below shows, extrusion and injection nouldmg are very 
popular for producing low density polyethylene Infection machines are used mamlv 
for polystyrene Soft PV( products are produced by extrusion and calendering 
Calendering u particularly suitable for processing high-grade sheet and leather 
products Extrusion and infection moulding are popular methods for produ<-ing rigid 
PVC products ( ompresaion moulding has been used for processing thermosetting 
resms The use of injection-mould«g machines for thermosetting resins is a recent 

application with a bright future 
The machine uaed in the calendering process is the most expensive and requires 

the most experience to operate This is one reason why only a minimum of calender 
equipment has been installed in developing countries ( on.panies with calender 
machines m HX>7 were Nan Ya Plastics Fabrication Company in (hma (Taiwan) 
Yamatai nasties in Singapore Philippine Fabriken in the Phihpptnes SRS Industry 
Company and iasco Industries m Pakistan, ¿ardoshty m Iran and Bhor Industries 
Ltd and Caprihans (India) Ltd in India The Nan Yi nasties Fabrication Company. 
with fourteen calenders, was the largest plant Other compames had one or two units 

•ach. 
Extruders and inflation machines ate suitable for mass product ion and are most 

popular for the production of packaging füm, sheet, tube, pip«, rattan and garden 
hose in the ECAFE countries Soft products, such as polyethylene fäm or soft PVC 
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14BII    I'       (ONSIMPIH)N  1)1    Slil(lll)  PIASIKS  H\   PK(N I SS IN  IHI   INIHD 

SI \ fi S   I <*>* 

mitlkms of pou «lis; 

High Jinsiti 1 <>w Jfn\ity 

Prut e\s ¡Htlveth v vm- IHttvtlhvlef** /' K   '• \m ftdv*yrene 

Injection moulding |S>S iHS :io 1.270 

Blow moulding 400 SO 

l'ipe n\d tonduit SO 6S IHO 

f tlm ánd sheeting 4S 1  UK) 4hS 

Wire áRÚ table M) 2oS :si 

Other extrusions I4S ÎS4 

( nating 10 Í2S :io 170 

Koto moulding S IS 4S 

Hoor covering »70 

Mtsiellaneoiis < foam etc ) us MS 2h4 4M* 

1 xport 100 HO 70 123 

KHAL ^00 2.640 2 21 S 2,400 

Sourit   W'Hêem Vastus   ltnv»v   I»*»'' 

garden hose and tubes, »re e peci ally popular because complex technology » not 
required Theoretically the deaf* of extruéers for polyethylene shouW be different 
from that of extruders for soft PV( It the same machin« is used for both protestes, 
the products are not always satisfactory 

Ihe motion moulding machine is popular for makmg moulded products, but 
requires * new mould for each chang* of pattern The expenses and complex 
technology necessary in making a mould have been a burden for the processors The 
same injection rnachsne can be used HI many cases for dtfferent resins however the 
mould must be changed in order to correspond to the different properties of the 
resins to be moulded In order to advance this moulding process * firm should be 
established specif icallv to manufacture moulds foe processors 

nasties processing machines, including moulds, are presently being manufac- 
tured locally   in  Hong Kong   Machines such  as the   fully  automated  hydraulic 
iniectiurvmoulding machine with a screw pre-ptastieizer can also be manufactured 
Hong Kong Technical College is reportedly considérant offering courses on mould 
making so as to increase the number of mould technicians 

In India plastics machines and equ^rrant were imported until several years ago 
The production of mould and  presetting machines  was included in the Third 
Frve-Year Plan   Windsor India and Pecos of the United Kingdom have established 
plants in Bombay, and Eagle of Australia has built a plastics-machinery plant m 

Calcutta 
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i    .,     ,„* hiñes hi ve berr» imported »r<*n the 
|n „„ ...he, KMI    -n.nes   P.«U    '»;^\h-   , „„,.., kmsd„m and the 

redera!   H,p.iMK    >»  '•«»«;>        -¡^ '*      «   miIU|,KlW.nt«.»fl to the quality 
I mted Mate,  I he T,alitv •«• plastK s m* h.nes and prHh.,tlon 
„t piasi*   pr.Hl.i. ts   ami ,t .s therefore very .mportant to raise * \ 

tei hrin|ues 

t   \ 
Ka* .na.er.-s .ml prnduchon c«t» »f -portant «vnthetic re*»«* 

4nd „rea t,r„a,dehvde -„„. are ^^^^T,^ „1 h«d on — 
Ihe  ra*  materials ami the production o*t- toi <** 
planuaraut.es«.ll now be reviewed 

hiherhvknr 
.    .1. L«,«»ihvlfnf   the pioduUion ot ethylene 

„ea.lv infWe* the pn.Ju> .... ''H'*;' jnd p,k„tll„, „.„„„,, , ..Umi 
„„viene ... "> M Ml .-•""•' "" *'*,",,,,,, Na„.,al «« .an ..">• "' 
« •>- . •«« ••» «'•«   'r"',^,!"': ¿T  hund... ..a,,,a,».»,. •* 

4l   re.*...-M' •"«   " » "»...eü   •,„,,,hrrelhlip„«.«*ii.uUlt» employed 
„.,«,. M. - «• ^    ,T.r^Th  «-• -S the,,,,..! < o,por..K.n of 

India   a  subsidiary <»t  H I    m  i^       «        J t ,ermentation 

p -7« -';:J:::V:; li 'ict^•...... 
»kohnl and .«»ruluded that a «wiun f on h    tmiTi the  Nso refinery in 
C arb.de   India has already  replaced t^^I^Vethykne from alcohol tot 

makm«  «vitne  monomer  «nee   I*. !   l~rt*'w*1|||ere^int to note that the raw 
produce ethylene from akohol for mak^^( 'V p »t m Indu  Th.* is a result of 
sterrai »or ethylene » different tot each>'«**££»^ ^    Unt   |n PaJustan 

the ava.labtl.ty and cost of the vanou,•w m ^^f    tor mak,t* 5000 tons 
V^a IW- ¡od»««, h« used   .,oh,     ---    ^ ^ ^ 
of polyethylene per year, nut n win un «i y 

production is expanded -trochenm al raw  material is Us unstable 
The davantage of akohol a   JJ^h^£ .   of ^^ má .om. 

.ppfy   ^P^»*^^^ - necessary as 
„Ihet ^rt»*va.alev h.mevei. oeuuw u" avail,hte   Tht full utilization of 
„„»1   ,„,«,«, » almo« the only ra. mater«! av iahte     he m 

tl«,rdmle «.th »uch «awnal product««  Ihe ''"'*' '""..„.^whKh mult be 

¿Iä-JTä= a^tr^rn^rithod. 
,MÜ.L fermenUtK-n I. no, competi,^ even u, de^lopin, coun«-. 
unle^th« li.hed producU « marketable a, three «me. o, nto.e the pnce of 
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( oti i >t piani 
>n,lh,,^   ,< .Inilars II   7 20 0 27« IS h 

( ml tit ethylene 
a tnisilh/ 

(bst i>( <rm </*-mtiv f*>h ethylene 

it emis/lhl 

\ I 

I 7S 

4 m 
5 0 

5 62* 

14 VI 

15 S7 

1623 

17 56 

I l 41 

14 04 

14 76 

1< 42 

16 OD 

12 69 

I \ 16 

14 02 

146« 

15 »4 

12 »s 

I i 01 

I 567 

14 U 

15 (X) 

fAllt   20       tOSl  Ol-  PIMHMKTNm (*   NM.H-ÜtrNMIV   POlYMHYlr^   »All I) ON 
PI ANI ( APA« IIY ANLM OSI Ol  HA* MAll Hl AI S 

hunt < m<m ity   tims'vemf 10 (MM) :0(XM) 4<)(XM> 601X30 

( nst iti plum 

lmièinM»\ of éttitttrs) 6 1 10 0 17 m 2S 0 

( o<0 ni ethylrm 
Kent s Ib) 

lets» ut htgh 

li ents/lèl 

Jen sii v pttt\ 

1 44» 

seth ylem 

12 69 ì 1 1491 12 35 

ì 75 15 57 1409 H 36 HOI 

4J75 1623 14 76 14 02 13 67 

50 I6HV 15 42 14 6« 14 33 

5 625 I7 5é 16 0K 15 34 15 00 

p »übte mednjm.M2«d p«ttucr«micatty originated product Th« fermentation process 
is K* suitable for maw production and the labour cost is gradually tncfeaa*». Tafel« 
18 shows the costs of alcohol-based ethylene compared with naphtha-based ethylene 

Ethylene from naphtha cracking is considered to be the best choice when new 
polyethylene production is planned in an area where no natural gas supply exists 
Table 19 shows the effect of plant size and cost of ethylene on the production coat 
of low-density polyethylene Table 20 shows the same relationship for hifh-density 
polyethylene The detatìs of synthesis will not be explained here 

'for idditional information, platee refer to Mmnufmcturt of Hm$tic$, téiuâ t>y May mé 
Smith, Reinhold Publishing Cor por»! ion, New York, RemHokl Pimstut Application Stritt, 
Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New York; end KirkOthmer Encvchptdi* of Chemical 
Technology  2nd edition ( I9S7) Interviene« Publishing CoMtMjr  New York. 
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/'ii/i-i invi i hit »rule 

The raw manual used tur PV< resin is acetylene or ethylene. Acetylene may He 
manufactured troni calcium carbide derived from limestone and coal or bv t rat km* 
natural jtas or naphtha 

(akium carbide derived horn limestone and c oal has heen used to produce 
acetylene in » huía < I aiwani India  Japan  the Philippines and the Republic of Korea 

Ihe second process acetylene from cracking natural gas was developed by 
Montecatini ot Italv and was licensed to Diamond Alkali of the I ruled States and 
Shtnetsu < hemic al of lapan I here are many flaws in tr is pr<* eis and these plants are 
not operating very well 

Onlv one plant has been proposed based on t ,e third protei» at et y lene from 
naphtha c^ackm* developed by BASÌ: (Badische \nihn und Soda rabrik» A recent 
tendency is to select ethylene instead ot acetylene as the raw material because ot the 
high cost ot acetylene In addition the production of acetylene requires ? large 
amount of power in order to produce calcium arbide in electric furnaces Thus the 
cost of production is apt to increase as power costs increase There is very little 
chance of redoing the cost ot producing acetylene from calcium Jihide but the 
cost of ethylene is expected to decrease as larger napbthacrackmg furnaces are 
established 

In general the consumption of power m a ctwntry tends to increase in 
accordance with industrialization and improvements m the standard ot Irving The 
power supply , annot meet the demand because of ht§h investment costs and the tune 
rehired to mstall additional equipment for power supply In ( hma I laiwanl the 
mcrea.se in the consumption ot power in industry and m the hmm has brought about 
restrictions every year during the dry season The price of power for maàmg calcium 
carbide is Ü 7 2 cents per kilowatt htnit for a« installation of 10,0(1) or more kW, a 
figure which is very low uimpaied with that for other industries During the dry 
season December to March the power wippry foi carbide production is the first to 
be cut result mg in an increase in the price of carbide PV< manufacturers are 
therefore thinning of changmg from acetylene as a raw material to ethylene as soon 
as the naphtha-crackffig plant of the ( hmest Petroleum Corporation « completed 
which at the time of writing (October 1%7) was predicted for l«*bM In India the 
operation of the calcium carbide and chJorwe plants » often disturbed by the 
shortage of power In Malaysia the feasibility study for making PVC resin from 
calcium carbide did not materialize owing to the hjgh coat of power ( 2 5 cents per 
kilowatt-hour ) 

The countries producing calcium carbide m the ECAFE region are China 
(Taiwan), India, Japan, the Philippine» and the Republic of Korea Power costs in 
these countries are much less than m the other ECAFE countries. Most of the PVC 
producers m Japan have, however, been changing from acetylene as a raw material to 
ethylene, a change which is also being considered by producers m China (Taiwan) 
and India. This ts why it is difficult to use the calcium carbide process m those 
ECAFE countries where power costs are high. 

The relationship between power costs and the coats of calcium carbide and 
acetylene is shown an table 21 below 
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FOREWORD 

This publication is the fourth of a scries of monographs in the Petrochemical 
Industry Series to be published by the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization. The titles of other studies in this series will be found on the back cover 
of this publication. 

The world petrochemical industry has shown a high rate of growth during the 
last ten years. The i' dustry supplies intermediate products for a number of othe 
industries and provides substitutes for traditional materials such as steel, lumber, 
packaging materials, natural fibres, natural rubber and soap. It is considered to be 
one of the most strategic sectors of industrial development because most of its 
products go on to other producing sectors. 

This scries of monographs is designed to assist the developing countries in 
dealing with technical and economic problems related to the establishment and 
development of facilities for the manufacture of petrochemicals and consumer 
products. The present series is concerned with basic and intermediate petrochemicals 
and end products, such as plastics, synthetic rubbers and synthetic fibres. 
Nitrogenous fertilizers1 and textile production based on synthetic fibres are excluded 
from the series. 

The present report was prepared in October 1967 by Mr. Masashi Honda and Mr. 
Mitsuru Kakimi serving as consultants to UNIDO. The views and opinions are those 
of the consultants and do not necessarily reflect the views of the secretariat of 
UNIDO. 

'see the Fertilizar Industry Seri« published by the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (1D/SER. F, Nos. i, 3, 3. 4 and S). 



Explanatory notes 

Reference to tons is to metric tons unless otherwise stated. 

Reference to dollars ($) is to United States dollars unless otherwise indicated. 

Reference to gallons is to US gallons (3.785 litres). 

A one-year period that is not a calendar year is indicated as follows: 1965/1966. 

A period of two years or more is indicated as follows: 1965-1966, 1965-1968 
etc. 
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The processes tor producing vinyl chloride 'Monomer from ethylene include the 
following ' 

(al ethylene dichlonde (hIK ), which is made with ethylene and chloride, is 
.racked to make vinyl chloride monomer and hydrogen chloride Hydrogen 
chloride is sold in that form or is reacted with acetylene from carbide to 
produce additional vinyl chloride monomer. 

(hi Hydrogen chloride in the above (a) process is used to recover chlorine which 
is re-cycled to react with ethylene, 

(c) Ethylene dichlonde is produced from ethylene, hydrogen chloride and 
oxygen, and is cracked to make vinyl chloride monomer and hydrogen 
chloride which is re-cycled (oxychlorination process); 

(d) The diluted mixed ethylene and acetylene gas derived from naphtha 
cracking is reached with re-cycled hydrogen chloride, producing vinyl 
chloride. I he remaining gas, mainly ethylene, is reacted with chlorine to 
produce Kl)(\ which is then cracked to vinyl chloride monomer and 
hydrogen chloride to be re-cycled. No hydrogen chloride remains as a 
residual (balanced process). 

A recent tendency in the developed countries is to emphasize the use of the 
oxychlorination process, while reserving the balanced process for those areas where 
naphtha is plentiful and inexpensive and ethylene is not available In developing 
countries,  if  the   PV(    plant  is  constructed   in   a   petrochemical complex,  the 

TABLF 22.     PRODUCTION COST OF VINYL CHLORIDE-: MONOMFR USING ACETYLENE 
PROCESS, BASED ON PI ANT CAPACITY AND COST OF RAW MATERIALS 

Plant capacity (tons/rear ) 12,000 24,000 48,000 96,000 

Cost of plant (millions of dollars) 1.11 1.67 2.50 3.75 

Cost of acctvlcne 
(cents lib) 

Cost of hydrogen 
chloride 
(cents/lb) 

Cost of vinyl chloride monomer 
(cents/lb) 

8.75 1.25 6.12 5.78 5.55 5.38 
8.75 1.875 6.50 6.16 5.93 5.76 
8.75 2.50 6.87 6.54 6.30 6.13 

11.25 1.25 7.20 6.86 6.63 6.46 
11.25 1.875 7.57 7.23 7.00 6.83 
11.25 2.50 7.95 7.61 7.38 7.21 

For   additional   information   see   the   following   periodicals:   European  Chemical News, 
London, September  11,  1964, p. 31; August 28, 1964, p. 26; May 6, 1966, p. 32; August 21, 
1964, p. 27; Chemical  Week.  New York, August 22, 1964, p. 93; September 24, 1966, p. 71; 
Hydrocarbon Processing, Houston, 13(11),16S; Chemical Engineering New York, November 21 
1966, p. 102. 
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Table <() u>m pares the prime rates ><f interest ni ottnfnes m the K \(| remoti 
rurope and \orth (entrai and South A mema I rie ompanson demon si rates that 
the K Ar r (entrai and South -Vnentan , >un tries have min h higher mietest rale., 
than do r un »pean co¡, retries i>evelnpuiB countries tteneraltv have high late^ m 
comparison to developed OHIIIUI'N Ol unirse it is rr it that ¡lie prime rates o! 
interest dn not always «. orrespond with the aatual h.* rowing raies m a »ertati* 
country Sometí: re s the prune rate* are maintained because .1 various regulations 
controlling the volume and flow ot currency, ttie prune rates that have remained 
unchanged since I'JVi are examples ot itns Nevertheless ihe prune lates give a tan 
indication oí the actual rates ot interest 

High rates ot interest are often the result ot policies designed in control 
inflationary tendencies in developing countries Such a situation makes it particularly 
difficult for the resin -producing industn, to get started since it needs high invent meni 
which must he tied down for one year before sales can begin The amount of capital 
must be considered arefully so that the resin producers are ahle to obtain some 
low-interest capital from public sources along with high-interest private capital The 
processors do not have serious problems ot this nature The borrowing of machines 
from a governmental financial organisation under a hire pure hase arrangement must 
be considered by the resin producers 

Import duties 

Some developing countries charge high tanffs on plastic resin» and products The 
following are examples of current rites of duty in the F( AFI- countries as of |s*f>7 

Australia 

Chini (Taiwan) 

India 

PV( resin h()% of ('IF (cost, insurance, freight) value, or 
fair value in exporting country, whichever is 
higher, plus 90% of the difference between 
(IF value and support value of $5 10 per ton 
when Clr value is lower 

Polyethylene        oO^ of ('If or fair export value, plus 90% of 
resin the diffeience between ("IF and support 

value of $540 

WVÇ resm, polyethylene and any manufac'ur* d article 
produced primarily from these materials 

Duty rate 

Harbour dues 

Defence surtax 

Internal tax 

TVC resin 

Polyethylen« 

45% x 
wholesale (dutiable) value 

I +045 *Q 14 

3% of dutiable value 

20% of duty 

_,7     a ve ray whtdeiak value 
* 1 +0 17*0 10 

25% ad vahrem of CIP value, plus 24% 
excise tax on C1F and duty amount 

23% mi véorem of CIF value, ptttt 24% 
excise tax on (IF value and duty amount 
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Upan                      PV(   resir 2tf* <*/ mifftm o! ( II vaine 
Polyethylene „H»*7» ad ntf,>rem ,>t ( If value 

Pakistan                 PV(   resin 2^ í uti vnk>rem  >l ( If value 
Polyethylene J4 % ad vaU*rem of ( If value 

Philippines            PV(  tesm l\.Y'< ad vak>rem of ( II value 
Polyethylene 20^ *i vab'rem of ( IF vsilue 

I he« figures indicate that some countries charge high rates of duty, while others 
charge IW« of the í If  value   the latter method generally produces the lower figure 

It has been the practice in mos» countries to charge high rates of duty for the 
protection of the domestn industry in the growing stages, because a newly 
established industry could easily be hurt by a more developed one Tins 
consideration is particularly important in chemical and plastics industries It is 
however not always rrcessary to levy high duties on every item Different policies 
must be followed in certain circumstances 

In general the chemical industry requires large investments The competition 
between a new plant with all initial expenses and depreciations and an old plant with 
these costs already taken tare of is not fair ( ertain factors must be adjusted before 
the two plants can compete 

Another consideration is economy of scale The plastics industries in developing 
countries are usually smaller than those in more advanced countries The economy of 
scale works in favour of the country already in operation The late-comer has one 
advantage his chance to obtain the newest method for his plant Technical 
innovation in a developing country can always give it a decisive edge over developed 
countries The newest process should be employed wherever possible despite the fact 
that it is not always the easiest way to get started 

The following suggestions on rates of duty wtM help to develop good economic 
conditions for an integrated plastics industry 

fa) Import duties on resins, additives, plasticizers and processing machines 
should be kept down so as to stimulate domestic consumption. 

ih) r/stabttthtng free ¿one or duty draw-back" systems is helpful in 
encouraging export of processed articles, increasing domestic processing 
capacity and preparing for future domestic resin production, 

{( ) The rate of duty should be adjusted when* ver a resin or machine or some 
other item is produced domestically A reasonable amount of competition 
should be maintained m such a protective duty schedule An over-protected 
industry cannot always be motivated to constantly improve its own 
production system, 

Id/ It a advocated that monomers should be produced jointly among several 
countries in order to enjoy the advantages of a large plant In this case, 
special allowances have to be made for items imported from this plant The 
production of a monomer m a jointly-owned centre should be regarded as 
production within one's own country. and duty should not be levied for 
Utes* imported items. 
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í I he revenue aspect ot import duties should be eliminated as much as 
possible dniwi'« industries always have a shortage of low-interest cash. 
When duty is paid in cash before anything starts, high interest rates can 
burden the finances ot the industry 

1.5      The plastics market in developing countries 

(renerai outlook for the market 

The total world consumption of plastics is now about 15 million tons per year. 
Ihn figure includes thermoplastic and thermosetting resins, including some cellulose 
modified plastics The total figure is expected to increase by 1^75 to 50 million tons 
per year ( see table 3 I ) 

The expansion of the plastics industry is much greater in some countries than in 
others It is believed that expansion in the F.( 'A Fir' countries will bring about a larger 
than average increase in the consumption of plastics, therefore, the market for the 
plastics industry in FCAFF developing countries is itself ready for development. 

Tables 32 through .W below show that a fair amount of plastics has been 
imported into the EC AFE countries This flow of imports should be maintained in 
order to meet increased domestic requirements Plants being built in these countries 
should be able to compete successfully with the imports that are often shipped from 
large, economical plants Domestic production should be reasonably competitive in 
price and should be able to accommodate the local requirements of quality grades, 
technical services and management services. On this basis, domestic products will 
have definite advantages over imported goods and will enjoy their own domestic 
market 

The market for plastics is divided basically into the following categories: 
consumer goods, industrial and electrical parts, agricultural pipes and sewers and 
other civil applications. 

It is difficult to forecast requirements for consumer goods. The industrial and 
agricultural uses are co-ordinated with the plans for industrial and agricultural 
expansion, and the size of the market can be planned. Plastics first r ^lace existing 
materials Metal is replaced by PVC resin, some polyethylene, polypropylene, 
polycarbonate, phenolic resin and nylon. Appliance parts and conduit tubes made of 
plastic are already accepted. Irrigation pipes and water systems are the important 
end-uses for plastic pipes of PVC and polyethylene. Cellulose, natural fibre, leather 
and rubber are also replaced by PVC, polyethylene, polypropylene and some 
polystyrene Wood and lumber can partially be replaced, and building materials in 
general can be made of plastics. Polystyrene-polyethylene modified materials are 
expected to replace paper in some applications. 

It has been found tha* the creation of new uses for plastics in existing markets is 
usually accompanied by an expansion of production capacity and a price reduction, 
nasties have become indispensable in many areas. One of the major end-uses is 
packaging because plastics offer sanitary and attractive packaging at a very low cost. 
This situation has advanced the already extensive use of films. Fertilize; and 
agricultural products will soon be packed in heavy gauge (or woven) plastic bags. 
Some plastics have been used for disposable items in the household article market. 
New adhesives and coatings made of plastics are more useful than those made of 
other materials. The consumption of plastics is increasing, like that of other 
materials. 
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TABLE 31.     WORLD PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION c 

(thousands, 

Country 
i960   1962 

Production    Consumption Balance 
19631965 

Production    Consumption BalatuA 

Africa, Asia (except Japan) 
and Latin America 180 557 -377 360 1,080 

Canada 153 176 -   23 226 266 

France 380 380 0 590 600 

Germany, Fed. Rep. 1,080 830 + 250 1,700 1,290 

Italy 400 340 +   60 740 540 

Japan 700 690 +   10 1,350 1,240 

United Kingdom 625 500 + 125 880 730 

United States 3,200 2,850 + 350 4,650 4,150 

USSR 400 430 -   30 750 800 

EEC countries not named 145 220 -  75 290 370 

Remaining Western European 
countries 220 440 -220 390 770 

Remaining Eastern European 
countries 320 390 -  70 550 640 

TOTAL 7,803 7,803 12,476 12,476 
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NOÍ  PLASTICS, DISTRIBUÌ LD BY COUNTRY 

15 of tons) 

Growth between 1963   1965 and 1975 
1970 (estimated) 1975 (estimated) Production Consumption 

( Production Consumption Balance Production Consumption Balance (per cent) (per cent) 

0   1,180 2,121 941 2,100 3,745 1,645 583 347 

0      446 555 109 755 970 215 334 365 

0    1,310 1,340 30 2,260 2,320 -       60 383 386 

0   3,290 2,450 + 840 4,400 3,800 +    600 258 294 

0   1,850 1,300 + 550 3,360 2,350 + 1,010 454 435 

0   3,260 2,300 + 960 5,500 4,500 + 1,000 407 363 

0   1,580 1,400 + 180 2,400 2,250 +     150 272 308 

0   8,900 8,200 + 700 13,800 13,300 +    500 296 320 

0   2,260 2,560 -300 6,150 6,500 -    350 820 813 

î      750 800 50 1,380 1,370 +       10 476 370 

(      870 1,770 -900 1,700 3,000 - 1,300 436 390 

0   1,650 1,550 + 100 3,640 3,340 +    300 662 522 

27,346 26,346 47,445 47,445 380 380 
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TABLE 32.     AUSTRALIA   PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF PLASTICS 
(thousands of tons) 

1954 195 7 1960        1963 1970        ¡975   (¡rowtha 

J 956        1959        1962        1965        (est.)        (est.)   (percent) 

Production 14 29 59        100        242        440       440 
Imports 10 21 49 57        130        110        193 

Consumption 24 50 ,08        157        372        550       350 

Points of reference 
Population (millions)      9.2 9.8        10.5       11.1        12.3       13.3       119 
GNP* 
(1,000 millionS) 13.1        14.7       16.5       19.0       25.0       31.0       163 
GNP per capita0 (S)       1,427     1,489     1,569     1,709     2,035     2,380 
Consumption 
per capita (kg) 2.6 5.0 9.5       14.0       26.3       40.5 

Rate of growth between 1963- 1965 and 1975. 
b 1964 value is used for GNP. 

TABLE 33.     CHINA (TAIWAN): PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF PLASTICS 
(thousands of tomi 

1954 1957 1960 ¡963- 1970 ¡975   Growth0 

1956 ¡959 1962 ¡965 (est.) (est.)   (percent) 

Production 1.8 3.2 13.6 36.5 107 230       630 
Imports ... _ 8.0 21 25 
Exports - - 0.3 - 

312 

Consumption 1.8 3.2 13.3 44.5 128 255 

Points of reference 
Population (millions) 8.9 9.9 11.0 12.1 13.9 15.7 
GNP* 
(1,000 millions) 1.3 1.6 2.0 2.5 3.9 5.5 
GNP per capita0 ($) 150 162 182 210 183 352 
Consumption 
per capita (kg) 0.1 0.3 12.0 3.7 9.0 17.0 

572 

"Rate pf growth between 1963-1965 and 1975. 
61964 value is used for GNP. 
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TABLK 34.      INDIA: PRODUCTION ANI) CONSUMPTION Ol   PLASTICS 
(thousands of tons) 

1954        195 7 I960 ¡96J        19 70 1975   Growth" 
1956        ¡959 1962 ¡965        (est.) (est.)   (percenti 

Production 0.9 3.7 19.5 37 135 400 l,0KO 

Imports 6.9 14.3 13.0 20 45 100 500 

Consumption 7.8 18.0 32.5 57 180 500 877 

Points of reference 

Population (millions) 387 411 439 472 543 611 

GNP6 

( 1,000 million S) 29.5 32.0 36.5 40.7 49.5 61.7 

GNP per capita0 ($) 76 78 83 86 91 101 

Consumption 
per capita (kg) 0.1 0.2 0.3 1.0 

"Rate of growth between I 963- 196S and 197S. 
* 1964 value is used for GNP. 

TABLE 35.     JAPAN: PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF PLASTICS 

(thousands of tons) 

1954        1957        1960^      1963-     1970 1975   Growth" 
1956        1959        ¡962        ¡965        (est.) (est.)   (percent) 

Production 116 298 

Imports 6 7 

Exports — — 

Consumption 122 305 

Points of reference 

Population (millions) 

GNP* 
(1,000 millions) 

89 

30 

92 

37 

GNP per capita0 ($) 334 405 

Consumption 
per capita (kg) 4.1 8.2 

700 

10 

690 

94 

1,350 3,270  5,550 412 

I 770 
130   520  1,000 

1,220 2,750  4,550 373 

97 102 105 

53   69    103   137 

566   720   1,007  1,286 

13.0  17.5  27.0  43.0 

"Rate of growth between 1963-1965 and 197S. 
*1964 value it used tor GNP. 
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TABLE    36.     UNION    OF    SOVIET    SOCIALIST    REPUBLICS:    PRODUCTION    AND 
CONSUMPTION 01 PLASTICS 

(thousands of tons) 

¡954 
1956 

¡957 
¡959 

I960 
1962 

196 J 
1965 

1970 
(est.) 

1975   Growth0 

(est.)   (per cent) 

Production 

Imports 

177 

3 

180 

258 

12 

270 

400 

30 

430 

750 

50 

800 

2,250 

300 

6,150     820 

300     600 

Consumption 2,550 6,450     806 

Points of reference 
Population (millions)     196.2     206.8     218.0     227.7     245.7     260.8 
GNPft 

(1,000 millions) 122.9     161.8     202.1     241.7     343.3     448.5 
GNP per capita0 ($)      626        782        927        1,061      1,397     1,720 
Consumption 
per capita (kg) 0.9 1.3        2.0        3.5 10.5 25 

"Rate of growth between 1963-1965 and 1975. 
fe1964 value is used for GNP. 

TABLE 37.     NORTH AMERICA: PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF PLASTICS 

(thousands of tons) 

1954- 
1956 

195 7- 
1959 

¡960 
1962 

196 J 
¡965 

1970 
(est.) 

¡975   Growth0 

(est.)   (per cent) 

Production 

Exports 
1,730 

100 

2,380 

250 

3,360 

360 

4,860 

460 

9,300 

900 

14,700  303 

500   109 

Consumption 1,630 2,130 3,000 4,400 8,400 14,200   323 

Points of reference 

Population (millions)    181.7     192        202       211        228       244 
GNP" 
(1,000 million!) 500       534       588       677        884        1,077 
GUP per capita* ($)      2,752     2,781     2,908    3,208     3,875     4,408 
Consumption 
per capita (kg) 8.8       11.1       14.7      21.0      38.4      57.8 

"Rate of growth between 1963-1965 and 1975. 
1964 value is used for GNP. 
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TABLE 38.     EASTERN EUROPE. PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OE PLASTICS 
(thousands of tons) 

¡954-        ¡957        I960 196 J 1970        ¡975   Growth" 
1956 ¡959        1962        1965 (est.)        (est.)   (percent) 

Production 247        430       725 1,290     3,800     9,850     762 

Imports 54 55 95 140        300 

Consumption 301 485        820        1,430     4,100    9,850     688 

Points of reference 

Population (millions)    306.6     320.1     334.0     346.5     370.5     391.6 
GNP" 
( 1,000 million $) 178.8     232.4     287.6     339.6     478.7     623.8 

GNP per capita* (S)      583 726        861        980 1,291      1,593 
Consumption 
per capita (kg) 1.0 1.5        2.4        4.1        11.0      25.0 

aRate of growth between 1963-1965 and 1975. 
ft1964  value  is  used  for   GNP. 

TABLE 39.    WESTERN EUROPE: PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF PLASTICS 

(thousands of tons) 

¡954-      1957-      I960- 196J-      1970        1975   Growth0 

1956        1959       1962 1965        (est.)        (est.,   (per cent) 

Production                      975         1,660    2,850 4,550     9,600     15,820   347 

Exports                             65             70       150 250       500         820   328 

Consumption 910        1,590    2,700     4,300     9,100     15,000   349 

Points of reference 

Population (millions)       284        291       299       308        322 333 

GNPft 

(1,000 millions) 294       330       389       448       477 708 

GNP per capita0 ($)      1,034     1,134    1,304     1,455     1,792      2,126 

Consumption 
per capita (kg) 3.2        5.5        9.0      14.0      28.0       45.0 

aRate of growth between 1963-1965 and 197S. 
b »964 value is used for GNP. 
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A reduction in the cost of resins and processing is the key to obtaining a larger 
market, thus justifying larger plants. Processing techniques should be improved in 
order to cope with the improvements in .esins and machinery. A plastics machinery 
industry should be established and technicians should be trained, so as to keep up to 
date. Machines for special applications and highly automated units could be 
imported. The industry should concentrate on producing the most popular machines 
domestically. Also important is the creation of applications and markets for the new 
resins. The people within the industry are the ones who should find new uses for 
plastics, even if this necessitates a testing programme. If rewards are built into the 
economic structure, people will overcome all barrWs in order to attain them 

Experience shows that as the national economy advances, the consumption of 
plastics correspondingly increases. The GNP indicates the economic growth of a 
country and is used as a point of reference in tables 32 through 39. 

Requirements for expansion of the plastics market 

The first requirement for the expansion of the plastics market is a favourable 
economic climate. This implies that the level of private incomes should be raised 
both for private consumption and for industrial investments. Investments in water 
supply, in electricity or in sewerage should increase the consumption of plastics 
I hey   are   also  used   in   irrigation   and   in  housing.   Interregional  planning   in 
co-ordination wjth such economic growth is most desirable for the plastics industry 
in developing countries. 

Sometimes the plastics industry in one country may not be sufficiently advanced 
to produce all the products it needs. Co-operation with other countries is needed for 
the supply of resins, introduction of technicians, new machines for fabrication 
patents and know-how. This could be arranged between two or more developing 
countries, or between a developing country and a developed one. 

A fair amount of plastics is consumed in the form of household items and the 
consumer appeal of such items is therefore important for their increased 
consumption. Attractive design is a key to this. Colouring, packaging and display 
must be weU planned by the suppliers, and the processing companies should be aided 
either by the government or by another organization obtaining helpful information 
for a reasonable service charge. A close investigation into the customs and practices 
in a country might create some unique applications for plastics 

The export market is another area where plastics, resins or products could be 
sold As was explained in earlier chapters, export to developed countries would be 
limited to processed products. In manufacturing elaborate articles, developing 
countries can compete with developed countries even at their low resin prices For 

Ü^T?' í?,3.^ and Hon* Kon* » exP°rting a remarkable amount of 
good to the United States. But countries such as Iran, where natural gas is abundant 
might well be competitive suppliers of resin in the world market because of the low 
l°Jpl

the ?«" «»terkL This applies particularly to polyethylene, polypropylene 
andJVC resins. Spedai resins are limited in quantity and are often custom-made to 
satisfy a certain customer or order. These resins are not classified as export items 

Monomers and resins can be exported from one developing country to another 
because the processing industry must be supported in one's own country in order to 
obtain a future independent plastics industry. Some arrangement among developing 

constnTt-       n eXChange °f different reSinS WOuld * helPful< making8possibleP^e8 

construction of larger equipment than would be possible if each country buUt small 
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oxychlonnation process is the best choice If the plant is established in an area tar 
from a petrochemical centre and the n.arket permits expanding the plant to a large 
enough si/e, the balanced process is preferable 

The production cost for vinyl chloride monomer obtained by means of the 
acetylene process is given in table 22 above, and that using the balanced process in 
table 23. The data for the oxychlorination process are shown in table 24 The cost of 
manufacturing PVC resin is given in table 25 

IABU   23.      PRODUCTION COST 01   VINYL (HI ORIDI   MONOMI R USING BAI ANCI 1) 
PROCESS, BASED ON PLANT CAPACITY AND (OST Ol  RAW MAI I RIALS 

fiant capacity (tons!war) 

Cost of plant (millions of dollars) 

24,000        48,000        96,000 

5.56 8.33 12.50 

Cost of naphtha 
(ccntsllb) 

Cost of chlorine 
(cents/lb) 

Cost of vinvl chloride 
(centsjlh) 

monomer 

1.0 1.5 6.38 5.60 5.04 

2.25 6.85 6.07 5.51 
1.125 1.5 6.50 5.71 5.16 

2.25 6.97 6.19 5.62 
1.25 1.5 6.61 5.83 5.27 

2.25 7.09 6.30 5.74 

TABLE   24.     PRODUCTION   COST   OF    VINYl    CHLORIDE   MONOMER    MADE   BY 
OXYCHLORINATION, WITH PLANTS OF DIFFERENT CAPACITIES AND VARYING COST 

OF ETHYLENE, AND HYDROGEN CHLORIDE AT 1.5 CENTS/POUND 

Plant capacity (tons/year) 24,000 48,000 96,000 

Cost of plant (millions 
of dollars) 2.33 3.61 5.56 

Cost of ethylene 
(cents/lb) 

Cast of vinyl chloride monomer 
(cents/lb) 

3.125 4.81 4.50 4.28 
3.75 5.12 4.81 4.58 
4.375 5.43 5.11 4.89 
5.0 5.73 7.42 5.20 
5.625 6.04 5.73 5.50 
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units for its own consumption.  International conizations such as the United 
Nations    could    be   helpful   in   organizing   exchanges   and   in   planning   the 
industnahzation time-tables of various developing countries. Prices to be applied ,n 
such exchanges should not be based on market pnces but on the cost of production 
Special duty arrangements should also be made for these import exchanges. 

Expansion of the processing industry 

The consumption of plastics is wholly dependent on the growth of the 
processing industry. Each country must develop its processors in order to produce 
resin domestically on a large scale. Iran would be an exception to this rule The 
following sectors should be encouraged for the expansion of processors and 
eventually for the whole plastics indust ry : 

(a) Building and repair of processing machines; 
(b) Die and mould making, design and improvement; 
(c) Designing of plastics products; 

(d) Reasonable supply of plasticizers and stabilizers, and other additives such as 
pigments or dyes; 

(e) Education of technicians in various areas of the industry. 

In addition to the above, men with initiative are needed for that part of the 
industry which seeks applications for new materials and a wider use of plastics in 
different fields. This type of person is not easily found, but training, research and 
development, and sales efforts can be combined to create such a personality 
Seminars sponsored by international organizations for processors in the area could 
provide a good opportunity for orienting the management of the processing industry 

16      Methods   of   setting   up   an   integrated   plastics   industry   in 
developing countries 

The main plastics consumed in the EC AFE countries are polyethylene, polyvinyl 
chloride and polystyrene. The manufacturing processes for these products consist of 
three stages, namely monomer production, polymerization and processing The first 
stage, monomer production, economically favours larger plants. The second stage 
polymerizing monomers, requires smaller plants for the greatest economic benefits.' 
1 he third stage processing, requires very small plants. Therefore, one monomer 
plant, a few polymer plants and many processing plants make up one unit of plastics 
production. But to establish a real demand for a polymer, it is necessary to have 
many large plastics processors, and their technical standards must be raised in order 
to increase exports. 

It might be helpful to show the difference between the plastics industries in 
China (Taiwan) and Hong Kong. In Hong Kong, all polymers and pigments are 
imported and most of the finished products are exported to Australia, Canada the 
United Kingdom, the United States and other countries. In 1960 the import of resins 
cost $24 million, while export of their products brought in $45 million. Net income 
ITÏÎ M,

WM
 
$21JnflItal- to 1966 import« cost $38 million while exports brought in 

$120 rmlliofi, with a net gam of $82 million. The major items for export were toys 
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and dolls, leading with 54 per cent in 1%6, plastic flowers, foliage and fruits W!th <6 
per cent; and other items with only 10 per cent The major destinations ot export 
were the united States (55 per cent), the United Kingdom' 13 per cent) and ( anada 
(4 per cent), with the remainder divided among Australia, the Federal Kepuhlic ot 
Germany and Japan. The import figures for resins are given in tables 40 and 41 

TABLI 40       RF SINS IMPORTIT) INTOHON<; KONC. 1464 ¡ >*>ft 
/tons) 

Polyethylene 

Polystyrene 

Polyvinyl chloride 

TOTAL 

1964 

65,650 

22,900 

12,038 

100,588 

1965 

43,175 

22,927 

8,727 

74,829 

1966 

48,940 

21,896 

8,316 

79,152 

TABLE 41, IMPORT  OF   RESINS AND  EXPORTS Of   PLASTICS PRODUCTS, HONG 
KONG, 1960-1967 

(millions of US dolían)* 

I960 196! 

Import of resins 23 6 

Export of products 44.9 

Balance 21.3 

Ì962 196? 1964 !96* !966 !96 

27.4 27.2 27.8 430 365 37 5 44 2 

51.4 61.1 70.6 100.0 110 0 1195 1472 

24.0 33.9 42.8 57.0 735 82.0 IÜ3.0 

Converted from Hong Kong dollars at 6.06 HKS par US$. 

The quantity of imports is large enough to justify the production of resini in 
Hong Kong; however, there is no plan at present to begin such a project It is still 
cheaper to import the resins than to produce them domestically. Large producers of 
resins in the world are offering their products at low prices, and manufacturers in 
Hong Kong feel that their present situation is satisfactory The characteristics of the 
plastics industry in Hong Kong can be explained as follows 

(a) Heavy consumption of various kinds of resin processed by many small units, 
(b) Export of most of the plastics products to developed countries, through 

which the plastics industry obtains profit for itself and foreign current., for 
Hong Kong. 

China (Taiwan) has started and accelerated the domestic production of «uns 
The production capacity of PVC resin had reached 7,000 ton« per month at the tone 
of writing, October 1967, actual output being 6,000 tons. But ther- were very few 
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processors, onk 700 f,.ris of the total PV< resin wer» > omunied by independent 
processors anil * HIM! t..US hv subsidiaries ..| resm makinif « ompanies At ibe time of 
writing approximately I MM» t.ms hdJ already been exnorted Piasti s ¡»rodile ts si* h 
as toys, film, sheet window shides in ! rami nais are exported to Australia < .inaila 
the I nifed States ami other countries I-x ports n. 'Mt,s totalled S~> ^ million 
Seventy five per cent of the exports were resins or compounds \ new plant in 
Idiwan has started production of polyethy'ene in a plant ot ixiMM) tons an miai 
capacity The demand lor polyethylene rs approximately I iHMttons per niou»h. and 
the supply in !^rS,H wasexpei ted to range between 4 í M Mi and <> (MX) tons per year 

In order to encourue the export of processed goods the (.overnmenf of China 
(Taiwan) has established the Kaoshing Ixport Process /one Synthetic resins are 
imported free of duty f,,r re export in this /one îhis will help the future export of 
plastic processed prodm ts I' is e barai feristi, «d the plastics industry in China 
(Uiwan) that the production of synthetic resins exceeds the domestu req ,-rements 
the number ot independent processors is 111141! resin manufacturers have their own 
large processing plants and surplus resins are exported to the developing countries, 
while plastic processed prodm ts are exported to developed countries 

The examples of Hong Kong and China (Taiwan) present several points for 
consideration first the plastics industry is labour intensive and the relatively low 
cost of labour in developing countries works m its favour Processed products can 
easily he exported to developed .ountnes for this reason Second it is necessary to 
establish larger processing facilities neu the resin producers in the area, if the resin 
plants have been constructed ahead of those for the processing industry 

The demand for plastics products it. developing countries is gradually increasing 
hxpandmg electric lighting and telephone systems » ill require greater amounts of 
products su. h is wire imi able Plastu hags for fertilizers vagas foods and 
household articles are gaininf in popularity The mator drawback in such cou nines as 
Burma Indonesia Malaysia and Thailand is the low technical standard Technical 
assistance and tirane ml aid would help sales International organizations suc h as the 
United Nations should help establish in the region a technical guidance centre for 
processing plastics. This could be accomplished with the co-operation of the 
(rovernments The curriculum should include the working of processing machines 
techniques for making moulds, standardization of tests for plastics and lor product 
quality financial aid to enable processors to obtain improved machinery to produce 
higher-quaJity goods would encourage further »xport This help would increase the 
number of processors in that area, improve the standard of fabrication and create a 
larger consumption of resin The production in processing industries could be based 
on imported resin until domestic production is feasible In India and Pakistan the 
expansion of processing created a shortage of resm and this has stimulated domestic 
resin production 

It ts recommended that the resin manufacturing industry start with imported 
monomer if possible h>r example styrene monomer was imported when China 
(Taiwan), India and Japan began making polystyrene \ large monomer production 
plant should be designed to meet competition from developed countries Small 
Monomer plants force up pnces in the domestic industry thus killing the competitive 
spint m the export of processed products 

It is recommended that several countries co-operate in establishing and financing 
a l«rg* jointly owned monomer plant to supply the polymer plants in each 
participating  country   For example   one  naphtha-crackjnf  petrochemical  centre 
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could he built near tu «id sponsored hv Indonesia Malaysia the Philippines and 
I hailanvi Such a cent« *«>uki produce «tv rene monomer vinyl <. h tonde monomer 
and ethylene m large quantities It the demand tor resin etcecJs the output in one 
centre another «te m * different country c«Hjld be «leeted by the sponsoring 
ctHintriev The assistance of inte mat lonal organisations in forming a joint unit would 
he very helpful m advancing the plastic* industry It would also a'! >w member 
countries to compete with other established suppliers 

An increase m the si/e of plant» making monomer has been noticed Several 
polymer producers in the t nited States plan to enlarge plant capacity tu a new level 
A Japanese ethylene centre is planning to produce vinyl chloride monomer in large 
amounts in order to supply the polymer producers in the area It would not now he 
economical for any country to \,u,'.d a small monomer plant and it would harm the 
economy of the country's plastics industry at a «mole The only way to solve the 
difficulties would he to construct large, jointly owned plants m various regions 

The procedures necessary to establish a plastic s industry in developing countries 
should he re-emphasi/ed 

la > The number of processors should be ine reased at the same tune as an effort 
is made to enlarge each processor m >rder to increase the consumption of 
re ans. 

(b) In order to brtng in foreign currencies through the plastics industry, its 
technical level must be raised and efforts should be made to encourage the 
production of quality gooes, 

(c) For the purpose of improving technology, international or national 
organizations should establish technical guidance centres for the plastics 
procesasng industry, 

Id) Plastics procaaMng machines and mould-making techniques should be 
improved 

le) Financial half from international or nationaJ organizations is desired so that 
processors can equip thernaefves to make quality goods Free trade zones 
should be established m order to relieve the industry from customs duties 
oa export items. 

If) The plan for reswi production should be co-ordinated svith the country's 
consumption of resin 

Ig) Large monomer plants should be built in order to provide helpful 
compatit son with« the co-operating developing countries 



Part 2 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN PLASTICS INDUSTRIES 

2.1      Research and development in developed countries 

Expenditures for research and development in the chemical industry 

The success of the chemical industry is based on research and development. It is 
said that more than 60 per cent of the total sales of Du Pont in 1950 were for 
products unknown or still in development in 1930. A plastics company in the United 
States has estimated that 50 per cent of its sales and 60 per cent of its profit come 
from approximately 500 new products that were not in production ten years 
previously. A recent survey by the Department of Economics of McGraw-Hill, 
Incorporated, indicates that chemical companies anticipate that $8,760 million, or 
18 per cent of estimated sales in 1969 will be earned for products not produced in 
1965 Also predicted by 48 per cent of the chemical manufacturers is a technical or 
basic research breakthrough, 67 per cent of these optimistic chemical companies 
expect it to come in the area of new products. 

TABLE 42.     RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COST OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AND 
PROFIT INCREASE IN INDUSTRIES IN THE UNITED STATES 1954-1959 and 1957-1960 

CostofRáD 
(per cent of ules/ 

Number of 
companies 

Rate of 
profit 
increase 
(per cent} 

1954-1959 over 7.0 19 148 
4.0 7.0 20 94 

3.5 30 21 
3.0 425 22 

1957-1960 over 8.5 10 238 
5.0-8.5 10 147 

3.5 30 -11 
3.0 425 -7 

69 
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TABU   44.      RATI, 01   RI SI ARCH AND DIVI LOPMI.NT BASI D ON (¡ROSS NATIONAL 
PRODUCI' IN SI LI CTI.DCOUNTRILS, 1955-1964 

(per cent of (¡Nl'ì 

Country /9.5.S   / y.56   1957   ¡95X   1959   I960   1961   1962   1963   1964 

France 1.10 1.25 1.41 1.95 2.10 

Germany Fed. Rep. 1.29   1.45   1.60 1.77 1.79 1.92 2.13 2.38 

Japan 0.78  0.92   1.09   1.21 1.39 1.42 1 59 164 1.63   1.73 

United Kingdom 1.95                      2.58 2.87                     2.87 

United States 1.87  2.38   2.70  2.97 3.13 3.31 3.41 3.47 3.65 

USSR 1.92 2.07 2.24 2.42 2.59 2.72 

Sources: National Science Foundation (United States); Organization for Kconomic 
Cooperation and Development (trance); AdvisoryC'ouncil for Scientific Policy (United Kingdom); 
Science and Technology Ministry ((¡ermany, I ed. Rep.); Science and technology Survey (Japan). 

The large profits and sales that resulted in the past from new products or 
processes are a driving force to increase the research effort in any industry, and this 
has correspondingly brought about huge expenditures for research and development. 
The total expenditure for research and development (also referred to as "R & D") in 
the United States will increase from $19,000 million in 1964 to $24,000 million in 
1967 and $25,000 million in 1968 (estimated at time of writing, October 1967). 
Total industrial spending in 1964 was $13,740 million and $ 1,440 million of this was 
claimed by the chemical industry. In research and development in the chemical 
industry, 5160 million (11 per cent) was spent on basic research, $530 million (37 
per cent) on applied research, and $750 million (52 per cent) on development. In the 
total expenditure of $1,280 million for applied research and development in the 
chemical industry, research into high polymers and plastics was the highest 
expenditure with $294 million (23 per cent). In 1961 the plastics industry in the 
United States spent 11 cents per $1.00 sales for research and development, about 
four times the average cost of research and development for the whole of the 
manufacturing industry. The highest expenditure on research into and development 
of high polymers has coincided with the highest production growth rate in the high 
polymer industry. The relationship between research expenditures and the rate of 
profit increase is shown in table 42. 

The cost and rate of research and development in selected countries based on the 
gross national product (GNP) are indicated in tables 43 and 44. The figures are 
slightly different in the two tables as a result of different definitions for the cost of 
research and development. 

Although Du Pont had previously been reporting only its pioneering research 
expenditures, it returned in 1966 to the broader definition of research and 
development that it had once used. Du Pont listed its outlay for research and 
development as $96 million in 1960 and it reported only $59 million for pioneering 
research in 1961. Hercules Chemical, on the other hand, shifted to a narrower 
definition in 1966. Every company has its own ideas about what should be included 
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in research and development and capital expenditure, and it is, therefore, sometimes 
meaningless to compare the figures from various plants. The National Science 
Foundation (NSF) in the United States suggest the following definitions: 

(a) "Research and development" includes basic and applied research in the 
sciences and engineering and the design and development of prototypes and 
processes. Excluded from this definition are routine product testing, market 
research, sales promotion, sales service, technical services, research in the 
social sciences or psychology, or other non-technical activities; 

(b) "Basic research" includes original investigations for the advancement of 
scientific knowledge that do not have specific commercial objectives, 
although such investigations may be in fields of present or potential interest 
to the company; 

(c) "Applied research" includes investigations directed at the discovery of new 
scientific knowledge that have specific commercial objectives with respect 
to products or processes. This definition of applied research differs from the 
definition of basic research chiefly in terms of the objectives of the 
company ; 

(d) "Development" includes technical activities of a non-routine nature 
concerned with translating research findings or other scientific knowledge 
into products or processes. Development does not include routine technical 
services to customers or other activities excluded from the above definition 
of research and development. 

The pilot plant is not mentioned in these definitions but it is usually included in 
"development". However, moving a project through a pilot plant is often the most 
expensive stage of research and development. Therefore, some companies do not 
attempt to include the pilot-plant expenses in their research and development 
budget. Instead, they get approval for each pilot-plant operation as it is proposed. 

In the chemical industry in the United States, the expenditures for basic 
research, for applied research and for development were respectively 11 per cent, 37 
per cent and 52 per cent of the total research programme in 1964, and 12.5 per cent, 
41 per cent and 46.5 per cent respectively in 1966. The rates for industry in general 
were 6.7 per cent for basic research, 24 per cent for applied research and 69.3 per 
cent for development. Table 45 below shows the distribution of types of research in 
several countries. 

Since it is important to find suitable applications for the many chemical 
intermediates which are discovered, the chemical industry requires more applied 
research than any other industry. Its expenditure on basic research also is much 
higher than that of any other industry (tables 46 and 47). 

TABLE 45.     DISTRIBUTION OF TYPES OF RESEARCH IN ALL INDUSTRIES IN JAPAN, 
THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE UNITED STATES, 1966 

(per cent of total research programme) 

Country Basic research Applied research      Development 

Japan 14 40 46 

United Kingdom 3 20 77 

United States 4 18 78 
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TABLE 46.     PURPOSES OI  RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT I OR VARIOUS PRODUCTS 

(per cent of total research programme) 

New Improvement     New 
products       of products        processes 

Chemicals, allied products 

Petroleum, coal products 

Rubber products 

Stone, clay, glass 

Non-ferrous metals 

Paper, allied products 

All industries 

70 20 10 

27 33 40 

17 83 0 

4! 41 18 

39 44 17 

37 41 22 

45 41 14 

Source: Chemical Week 14 May 1966. 

TABLE  47.     COST  OF   RESEARCH   AND   DEVELOPMENT   IN   INDUSTRIES  IN THE 
UNITED STATES, 1964-1966 AND 1969 (ESTIMATED) 

(millions of dollars) 

1966 
1969        Basic Applied Devel- 

1964       1965        1966       (est.)       research     research      opment 

Chemicals, allied 
products 1,291 1,562 1,687 2,024 211 693 783 

Petroleum, coal 
products 343 384 415 469 41 162 212 

Rubber products 146 178 199 229 10 72 117 

Stone, clay, glass 
products 129 150 162 190 10 73 79 

Non-ferrous metals 85 101 111 137 11 57 43 

Paper, allied 
products 77 77 84 101 7 33 44 

All industries 13,078 13,636 15,219 18,165 1,091 3,667 10,461 

Source: Chemical Week 14 May 1966. 
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The characteristics of research in various industries are very different. For 
example, in the chemical industry no less than 70 per cent of the research and 
development programme is spent on finding new potential products. On the other 
hand, the rubber industry is mainly interested in improving existing products, while 
the petrochemical industry most needs to find new processes. 

fable 4X shows that many chemical companies spend an amount equal to 4 or 5 
per cent of their annual sales on research and development. Dow Chemical spends 
approximately 5 per cent, of which 4 per cent is for research and 1 per cent is for the 
pilot-plant works. The high cost of research and development has been a headache 
for many executives of chemical companies Despite the fact that the total research 
and development cost of 26 United States chemical companies in 1964 was 
approximately 3.5 times the cost in 1950, the net profit increased only 20 per cent. 
The average term for research and development in the chemical industry is decreasing 
from seven years to less than five years, but it is still much longer than that of any 
other industry. Research investment is risky. 

TABLE 48.     RATI   Ol   RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BASED ON ANNUAL SALES IN 
THI   FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, SWITZERLAND, THE UNITED KINGDOM AND 

THE UNITED STATES, 1959, 1964 AND 1965 

(per tent of annual sales) 

1959 ¡964 1965 

Germany, Fed. Rep. Bayer 4.5 4.7 - 

BASF 5.0 5.2 - 

Hoechst 4.5 4.3 - 

Switzerland Ciba Products 7.1 8.6 - 

United Kingdom ICI 4.4 5.3 - 

United States Allied Chemical 

American 

2.4 3.2 

Cyanamid 4.0 - 5.1 

Dow Chemical - - 5.4 

Du Pont 4.3 - 4.1 

Hercules 4.1 - 3.5 

Monsanto 
Chemical 4.4 - 5.2 

UCC 5.2 — 4.3 

Source: Japanese Survey Mission Report. 
Key: ICI: Imperial Chemical Industries 

BASF:      Badische Anilin   und Soda-Fabrik 
UCC:        Union Carbide Corporation 
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TABLE  25.      PRODUCTION COSI OL  PVC RLSIN, BASLD ON PLMNT CAPACITY   AND 
COSTO!  RAW MALI RIALS 

Plant mpm itv (tons'vt •ar} 12,000 24,000 48,000 96,000 

Cost of plant Imillions of dollars! 

monomer 

111 1 94 3.47 625 

Cost of vinvl chloride 
(cents/lb) 

7.69 

Cost of PVC resin 
(cents/lb) 

5.0 7.47 7.32 7.20 

5.625 8.33 8.12 7.98 7.85 

6.25 9.00 8.78 8.63 8.51 

6.875 9.65 9.45 9.29 9.16 

7.5 10.32 10.09 9.95 9.82 

8.125 10.96 10.75 10.60 10.48 

8.75 11.63 11.41 11.26 11.13 

Polystyrene 

The raw materials for making polystyrene are benzene and ethylene. The cost of 
benzene affects the cost of polystyrene, so that a cheap source of benzene has to be 
found in coke-oven gas or in aromatic petrochemical production. India is the only 
country in the ECAFE region that has been producing benzene with coke-oven gas. 
In other countries, benzene can be obtained either by importing it or from a local 
petroleum refinery or petrochemical plant. 

TABLE   26.     PRODUCTION   COST   OF   STYRENE   MONOMER,   BASED   ON   PLANT 
CAPACITY AND COST OF RAW MATERIALS 

Plant capacity (tons/year) 

Cost of plant (millions of dollars) 

12,000   24,000   48,000  96,000 

3.33       5.0 7.78       11.11 

Cost of ethylene 
(cents/lb) 

Cost of benzene 
(cents/lb) 

Cost of styrene monomer 
(cents/lb) 

3.75 3.125 8.18 7.38 6.79 6.35 
3.75 3.75 8.7 7.89 7.31 6.87 
3.75 4.375 9.22 8.41 7.83 7.39 
5.0 3.125 8.57 7.76 7.18 6.74 
5.0 3.75 9.09 8.28 7.82 7.26 
5.0 4.375 9.61 8.80 8.22 7.78 
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Dr. C A. Thomas of Monsanto Chemical, in a speech before a meeting of the 
American Chemical Society, warned, "In the last five years, we have reached a point 
of indigestion in research and development, and I am of the opinion that the 
productivity of this effort has tallen off The research and development is now 
stumbling in a plethora of projects, sinking in a sea of money, and is being built on a 
quicksand of changing objectives " 

Pilot plants for the development of the chemical industri' 

A pilot plant has been defined as "any small-scale plant used to provide 
information about a future large-scale plant",4 The main purpose of the pilot plant is 
to study and perfect the most economical process from the chemical engineering 
point of view, and its second purpose is to provide a product for purposes of 
evaluation. The pilot plant fills the gap between the experimental stage and the 
commercial plant and reduces the number of errors in the design and operation of 
the commercial plant. 

The pilot plant, however, is a final stage in research and development and is 
usually expensive to build and more expensive to work. It is very difficult to get an 
exact figure on the amount spent on piloting, but it probably amounts to 15 per cent 
of the total research and development cost of chemical companies. Many chemical 
companies in the United States have spent 20 to 30 per cent of their research and 
development budget on piloting. Possibly even more important than the money spent 
is the amount of research and development talent tied up in the work of the pilot 
plant. A fully integrated pilot plant may occupy 10 to 150 men for periods ranging 
from six months to several years. The chemical industry operates many such plants. 
They are a serious, expensive business. 

Mr. David Brown, Senior Vice-President of Halcón Internationals, New York, has 
stated: 

"In the earlier days or chemical process development, a pilot plant was generally installed, 
since ii was used (aside from sample preparation capacity) mainly as a final analog of the 
commercial plant, and was expected to uncover any problems not predicted by the design 
engineer. The large pilot plant certainly has its very definite value in the preparation of large 
samples for product or market development purposes. However, it is becoming increasingly 
by-passed as a strategy in the development of plant design data because of its following 
disadvantages. 

"(a) It is very expensive. Programs involving large pilot plants can easily run into the 
multi-million dollar range. 

"(b) It is time-consuming and may hold back the commercialization of the process by more 
than a year. The time for design and construction of a very large pilot plant is in itself a 
fairly large fraction of the time it would take to design and construct a commercial 
plant. 

"(c) It is not necessarily more reliable than smaller, non-integrated units specifically designed 
for the desired measurements. One of the arguments propounded in favor of the large 
integrated pilot plant is that it goes further than the process simulation stage in 
permitting the study of the effects of impurity buildups. Actually, most pilot plants 
have extremely large leaks, on a proportional basis, compared to those experienced in 
the commercial plant. The only way this leakage can be cut down is by an intensive 
development of procedures for making ultratight pilot plants, which is an exercise often 
not justified from the economic point of view. 

JOHNSTONE   AND   THRING  (1957)  Pilot Plants,  Models,  and  Scale-up Methods in 
Chemical Engineering, McGraw-Hill, New York. 
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"^Changes are difficult to make. If the equipment is large, it is obviously more 
time-consuming and costly to introduce equipment changes as part of the experimental 
program. 

"(e) Data are not necessarily accurate or reliable. It is believed that the best data axe 
obtainable at each portion of the process by specifically designing the scale of the 
experiment in accordance with the data required. In this fashion one can obtain the 
maximum quantity of information per dollar invested in experimental work. Note that 
some of the experimental steps, in fact, may not be data-producing steps at all i.e., 
separation by distillation which can be calculated on the basis of vapor-hquid 
equilibrium data obtained in entirely separate experiments."5 

Mr. Brown pointed out that a distillation now is almost never piloted. However, 
he did concede that some reactions or operations are tricky to scale up and cited 
catalytic reactions in particular need of pilot study. He also singled out certain 
problems handling solids and discussed polymerizations. 

It seems easier to side-step large-scale pilot plants in the petroleum field than it is 
in the chemical industry. Essentially, it is a matter of the higher grade of chemical 
reaction. It is much easier to understand a reaction in monomer synthesis than in 
polymerization. Many things affect molecular structure and, unfortunately, once a 
polymer is formed, it is impossible to correct its structure in the way that a simple 
chemical compound can be purified. 

In such a case, a bigger pilot plant should be constructed, a project which may 
cost a million dollars. It is said that U.S. Industrial Chemical spent $800,000 
($300,000 for equipment and $500,000 for operating costs) for piloting a $20 
million plant, and that California Research spent more than $1 million to pilot the 
isophthalic process that resulted in a $12 million commercial plant. 

In most cases, when piloting is expected to cost more than 30 per cent of the 
commercial plant, the decision to go ahead should be made with great caution. Some 
plants cannot afford the costs of a pilot plant. One good way to keep piloting costs 
down is to pilot on as small a scale as possible. Monsanto Chemical operates an 
engineering laboratory where it frequently ties together several unit operations in 
what is essentially a pilot plant made of glass. Another favourite cost-cutting measure 
is the use of flexible pilot plants. Multipurpose units can considerably help the 
economics of piloting. California Research put up a flexible unit to pilot-produce 
alkyd resins and polyester from isophtalic. One of the major problems, however, is 
that of manufacturing multipurpose equipment. 

In spite of its high cost, the pilot plant has many advantages. Besides the 
engineering information it provides and the products it supplies for evaluation,, it 
helps to train the crews that will manage and operate a large commercial plant, and it 
can be used to test process improvements when the commercial plant has been built. 
Therefore, most chemical companies working to establish their own technology in 
developed countries proceed from experimental work to pilot plants and then to a 
commercial plant. 

R. LANDAU (1966), The Chemical Plant from Process Selection to Commercial Operation, 
Reinhold Publishing Company, New York, pp.22-23. 
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2.2     Government activities and research associations 

The extent of government activity in the research and development of 
technology is different in each country In the United States a total of S 17,308 
million was spent on research and development in 1963. As table 49 shows, the 
contribution of the Government was $ 11,300 million (65.4 per cent of the total), of 
which 21 per cent was spent by government organizations and 79 per cent was given 
in trust to universities and industries for research. 

TABLE 49.     DISTRIBUTION  OF COMPANY   AND  GOVERNMENT  FUNDS IN TOTAL 
RESEARCH   AND   DEVELOPMENT   EXPENDITURES  OF   INDUSTRIES   IN   SELECTED 

COUNTRIES 

(per cent of total) 

Country Year Company      (ìovernment   Other funds 

0 

1.2 

0 

22.0 

0 

5.7 

2.5 

aFederal government 26.1 per cent, state governments 37.1 per cent. 

The in-trust government funds and the government grants for encouraging 
research are the largest sources of research capital for universities in the United States 
(approximately three fourths of the total research fund). 

As table 49 shows, the Governments of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
France, the United Kingdom and the United States have contributed 60 to 70 per 
cent of the total research and development resources, but in Japan and the 
Netherlands, the Governments have provided less than 30 per cent of the funds. 
Government expenditures for research and development in the chemical industries 
are less than 30 per cent in every country, but for the chemical industries the ratio of 
government funds is higher in Japan (see table 50 below). Usually the government 
supplies only a small portion of the total cost of research and development in 
chemical industries. This seems to be the typical pattern of research and development 
in the chemical industry. 

In the United Kingdom in 1916, the Department of Scientific and Industrial 
Research (DS1R) was established, with its Industrial Grants Committee and its 
Research Association system. There were 52 research associations in 1963, spending 
$31.6 million, including $7.28 million of government grants. 

France 1963 31.7 68.3 

Germany, Fed. Rep. 1964 35.6 63.2a 

Japan 1964 71.0 29.0 

Netherlands 1962 63 65.0 13.0 

Sweden 1961 62 50.7 49.3 

United Kingdom 1961 62 33.6 60.7 

United States 1963 32.1 65.4 
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¡H>r , t ni i>l total) 

Country Y far Ctimpanx        frtivrrnment    Othi" funds 

France 1963 89 2 2 8 KO 

Japan 1958 73.4 26 6 0 

United States 1956 97.0 28 02 

United States 1961 80.2 198 0 

United States 1962 78.4 21 6 0 

United States 1963 790 20.6 0 

United States 1964 82.2 17.8 0 

Among the DSIR-aided research associations, the Research Association of British 
Rubber Manufacturers was established in 1919 The plastics companies joined in 
1960, and the name wis then changed to the Rubber and Plastics Research 
Association of Great Britain. The main role of this association is basic physical and 
chemical research, research into processing methods and machines, and the study of 
testing methods and equipment for the industry. The National Research 
Development Corporation (NRIX ), a special corporation financed by the 
Government, was formed by the Development of Invention Act in 1948 The role of 
the corporation is to develop inventions that will be useful to the public In this 
respect, it resembles the Canadian Patents and Development Corporation The NRIX 
does not manufacture or sell the product and has no laboratory for research and 
development, but it owns the patent rights and licenses them to "lanufacturers or 
users. Two thirds of the inventions transferred to the NRDC come from national 
institutes, and one third come from the universities. Among the subjects investigated 
between 1961 and 1964, several were related to the plastics industry, such as the 
acetylene-manufacturing process. 

The French Government's contribution to research and development is about 70 
per cent of the country's total, the largest government proportion from any 
developed country. Ninety per cent of the government fund is for military purposes 
Fifty-six research centres have been established for co-operative research and 
development, based on the laws of 1901, 1943 and 1948. Among these research 
centres, the well-known Institut Français du Pétrole (IFP) has developed many 
petrochemical processes. The plastics research centre (Centre d'Etudes des Matières 
Plastiques) is managed by people selected from universities and the Government as 
well as from resin manufacturers and plastics processors. The fields of study include 
molecular structure, physical properties of polymers and processing methods of 
polymers. 
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co-operative research organizations spons*»red by the manufacturing industries and 
one third ol then research expenditures are paid tur hy tederai or slate governments 
In 1454 the Arbeitsgemeinschaft Industrieller I ors«, hungsvereinigungeti ( Ml the 
Union of Industrial Research Associations)was tunned At present r>| associations are 
members, of which two are plastics assoc lations One is r orschungsgeselischaft 
Kunststoffe e V (rGK) and the other is Vereinigung zur Forderung eines Institutes 
fur Kunststoffverarbtitiing in Industrie und Handwerk an der Rheinisch- 
Hestfaiischen Technischen Hochschule Aachen e V 

The Deutsche Kunststoffe Institut I DKI ) controlled bv K.K was established in 
Darmstadt in I^M and has been investigating basic polymers in such fields as 
physical chemistry and radiation « hemistry One halt of the research funds come 
from the Government through K.K I he institute at Aachen was established in WU) 
and its main role is to study processing technology and machines In lc>f>() 4* per 
cent of the funds for this institi te came from the state government and ^7 per cent 

from the manufacturers 

In Japan the policy of science and technology has been controlled by the 
•Government and is similar to the system in the Federal Republic of (fermany. except 
that in (»ermany many donations for university research have been provided by 
private companies. This is not customary in Japan There are no co-operative research 
organizations in Japan as there are in the Federal Republic ot Germany and the 
United Kingdom, but the Research Development Corporation of Japan, an 
organization similar to the NRIX in the United Kingdom, was formed in I^M In 
the Unit«d States there is a strong governmental body controlled directly by the 
President, which sets the policies for science and industry ihe Government takes the 
lead m investing in research and development, but actual research activities ai% let t to 
pnvate companies In Japan the (-ove m ment has its own research institutes in many 
fields, but its research and development budget is small, only one third of the 
country's total research and development programme Since the Second World War, 
the tax system has become a strong weapon for carrying out government policies and 
has been used to increase the productivity of manufacturing industries and to 
strengthen the economy. The tax system has been a powerful encouragement to 
research and development m many European and North American countries Special 
tax benefits for research and development ec^uipment have been put into effect in 
Canada, Sweden, the United Kingdom, the United States and other countries. Many 
countries have taken a favourable attitude towards captai expenditure for research 
and development in France working expenaes for research are wholly exempted 
from income and fixed ataets for research aft allowed to depreciate 50 per cent ui 
the first year. 
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2 I      IntroritM turn oí  research   development and foreign technology in 

Japanew chemical Industrie«» 

I he hri'ti. 4Ì iM.lu>i»v ut l^pai. started with 4 sulphuiu ami plant huill in IM7» 
! M •«•fu by i Mil'i4i\ f* plosive s plan 1 m !S"4 both of whkh were owned by the 
Government I ollosvmg the dt-veit>pirwn* »I these plants the production of cdustu 
soda sod* jHTi sufierphimphate rment ¿lass paper ^ellulotd pigment and ">aint 
had hfpm hy i H't Upan *as then è developing lOtiritry and almost all the 
technology had to he imported from Germany (tie I nited Kingdom and the I nited 
States 

While the Government was following its policy of introducing foreign 
technology in order to develop the sherry».al industries educational and research 
systetra were also hemg established It was very important to co-ordinate education 
and research in the natural « temes with engineering for the purpose of implementing 
foreign technology In this first stage many <*hoiars and engineers were inviied from 
abroad to Japan to counsel and train young students At the same time, young 
lapanese researchers and engineers were sent overseas to study new sciences and 
phases of technology At this stage o* development the educational system was not 
vet ,011 net ted with industrial production 

Between IM**} and Iui4 plants were huilt to make plate glass, electrolytic 
Léustic s**ia and chlorine cahium carbide t ok e -«»ven -gas products, synthetic 
dye stuffs soap pulp and rubber During this time there were several domestic 
inventions, but most of the technology was still being imported 

At the same time the Government set up national universities provided with 
reseanh faculties as well as some national research institutes In the more developed 
countries, ihemical companies have their «>• n research labórateles to help establish 
their partícula/ chemical techniques But in Japan the private companies had no 
laboratories because the national research institutes and universities had done most 
of the chemical research and development The Government had promoted chemical 
research and education mainly in applied chemistry m order to understand and 
implement foreçn technology Wos: or the chemical equipment and apparatus had 
been imported m the hope of establishing a chemical plant It was therefore very 
difficult for a single manufacturer to buid a chemical plant even tf he personally had 
completed the has* re sear 1 h 

The Fnrt< World War made it difficult for Japan to import chemicals and 
medicales This caused add« ion al problem« for industry A petition signed by many 
scholars and buatnesarntn wis presented to the Government with the request that a 
chemical research matitute be established The Physical and Chemical Research 
Institute was thenfow founded M 1917 Following the pattern set by this matitute, 
the Nitrofen Keaaarch In «it« te «vas «staWiehed by the (government in 1918, the 
Textile Rettavch Institute « 1919, and the Fuel Research Institute in 1920 Among 
the many nation*I research matt tu tei. the Physical and ChamJcd Reataren Institute 
Hayed an Mtportant rote m batic reataren. whit the g^enMrnjataponsored Chemie al 
InduitnaJ Research Institut« wtucit had been established M Tokyo in 1900, worked 
to estafette* chemical technology for the production of cftenùcaae auch at mtthanol. 
acetic acid atgmac acial and afemina 

The enti of the war «Wart 1 severe Mow to chemical rateate« and development 
with  the tntumf decreta« n the  market reaultang from the import oí foreign 

herravcaJ producta   The enthusiasm for research and development diminished with CI 
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the introduction of foreign technology   I he cost of importing technology was much 
lower than the cost ot domestic research 

Research lahoratones in private companies had been very inadequate. This led 
the (lovemmoiit to promote the organization of a research system among the private 
companies I he Society of electrochemistry was organized in 1933 and the Society 
of Chemical Kquipment was formed in Wo The Japan Synthetic fibre Research 
Association was established in ll>41 and was reorganized as the Society of High 
Polymer Science of Japan in 1942 

I he events of the Second World Wai prompted an effort to use domestic 
materials and to develop home industry, but technical development in the Japanese 
chemical industries was delayed by shortages of raw materials too little experience in 
establishing honte industry, and a halt in the introduction of foreign technology 

I he national chemical research institi tes were mainly concerned with studying 
chemical reactions, but, at the time of the Second World War, many of the available 
funds had to be used for pilot plants However, because research results had to be 
commercialized quickly, the role of the pilot plant in checking the most economical 
working conditions and in selecting the materials for equipment was often neglected. 
The pilot plants were expected only to confirm the experimental results, they were 
not in operation long enough to obtain chemical engineering data. Many of them had 
failed in the industrial operations. Ahhough the reaction mechanism had been 
studied in the laboratory and the manuL.luring conditions had been selected in the 
pilot plant, the technology for manufacturing chemical equipment had not been 
estaMishe J 

A piece of chemical equipment is designed to suit a particular reaction, and 
special materials and designs are generally required The quality and quantity of 
metals or non-metallic materials for making domestic chemical equipment are very 
important Shortages of chrome, lead, /inc. special steel and non-metallic materials 
during the Second World War resulted in low-quality chemical equipment and it was 
often necessary to close down a chemical plant for repairs. 

After the Second World War, the Japanese chemical industries recovered very 
quickly with the help of foreign technology Between 1946 and 1950, most of the 
efforts of the Government were aimed at strengthening the economy. Only a small 
percentage of the budget was spent on research and development. However, after 
1952 a variety of foreign techniques were introduced to fill the technological gap and 
to rapidly develop the chemical industries. The Government also emphasized 
individual research, and scientists and engineers who had worked in military research 
institutes during the war became the leaders in research and development in many 
industries. The laboratories of private companies were strengthened by the 
contributions ot these individuals and new technical methods were developed in 
many fields. The process of urea production by Toyo Ko at su Company, methanol 
synthesis fremi natural gas by Japan Gas Chemical and the development of polyvinyl 
chloride resins and polyvinyl alcohol are all examples of Japanese technology 
developed after the war. 

The remarkable development of the chemical industry owes a great deal to 
foreign methods. However, it should not be forgotten that many chemical companies 
that introduced foreign techniques spent great amounts on research into new 
applications and improvements of existing processes. They have sometimes even 
re-exported the improved process to the owner of the original process. Even among 
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chemical companies importing foreign methods, in 1964 the sale of products 
resulting from the foreign methods was only 44.8 per cent of total sales. 

As was mentioned above, the biggest change in research since the war is that 
most of the research and development has been undertaken by private companies 
instead of by national research institutes or universities. Tne number of chemical 
companies involved in research in 1963 was 1,333, or 58 per cent of all the 
companies that conducted research, and the number of research personnel totalled 
15,336, or 25 per cent of all industrial employees in those companies. 

Research and development in chemical technology require a great deal of basic 
research, many excellent scientists and engineers and much capital. Even where the 
experimental work is successful in the laboratory, there is no guarantee that the 
expected results will be realized in the commercial process. Most failures are the 
result of limited and rushed operations in a pilot plant when immediate commercial 
production is required. 

In Japan most executives of chemical companies have been hesitant about 
investing large sums of money in research, or hiring scientists and engineers, or 
spending a long period of time on research and development (see table 51 ). 

TABLE 51.     EXPENDITURE ON RESEARCH IN JAPANESE INDUSTRIES, 1959-1963 

(millions of dollars) 

1959 I960 1961             1962             1963 

Chemical industry           64.9 75.1 102.3          116.1          145.5 
All industries                238.0 311.2 397.3         448.3         522.6 

TABLE 52.     TECHNIQUES IMPORTED BY JAPANESE CHEMICAL COMPANIES UP 
1961 

Number of 
methods introduced 

Sumitomo Chemical 17 
Mitsubishi Chemical 14 
Mitsui Petrochemical 13 
Chisso 11 
Asahi Glass Company 7 
Toyo Koatsu 7 
Showa Denko 7 
Asahi Chemical 7 
Nissan Chemical 7 
Japan Synthetic Rubber 6 

Source: Y, HAYASHI (1966),  Chemical Industry in Japan 
(in Japanese), lwinami Publishing Company, Tokyo, p. 183. 
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TABLI- 53.      IXPORT 01   11 C HN1QUI S FROM JAPANKSK CHI MIC AL COMPANH S UP 
TO 1967 

Number of 
methods expf.wd 

Toyo Koatsu 40 
Sekisui Chemical 14 
Kureha ChemLal 9 
Asahi Chemical 7 
Shinetsu Chemical 6 
Sumitomo Chemical 5 
Kyowa Fermentation 5 
Nissan Chemical 4 
Mitsubishi Chemical 4 

Although they have enough scientists and engineers in their own companies, 
most executives do not rely on domestic research and development, but look instead 
for foreign methods. The expenditure on research in the largest Japanese chemical 
company has been only 7 per cent of what Du Pont and 10 per cent of what Bayer 
(Federal Republic of Germany) spend on research. As table 52 indicates, the large 
companies tend to use more foreign methods than the smaller companies, and 
medium-sized companies establish their own techniques (table 53). 

Even in developed countries, new methods have often been introduced from 
other countries or exchanged among companies. The technology of polyester fibre 
was exchanged for the technology of polyamide fibre between ICI and Du Pont. 
Chemical industry develops through these exchanges of technology and through 
competition in the development of new chemical methods. 

2.4     Development of plastics technology in Japan: Laboratory work, 
pilot plant and commercial plant 

The plastics industry was introduced to Japan in 1915 when Sank y o Company 
(later Japan Bakelite Company) bought the patent rights in phenolic resin from Dr. 
Bakeland. At first, phenol was used as a raw material, but it was later replaced by 
imported cresol. 

Research into urea resins was started in 1930 by Dainihon Celluloid Company 
and Chugoku Paint Company. Matsushita Electric began production after contracting 
with the Osaka Industrial Research Institute to develop the process. However, the 
method for manufacturing urea, used until 1937, was one imported from Germany 
and the United States. The production of alkyd resin was started in 1934 and that of 
polyvinyl acetate resin in 1936. Acrylic resin was produced in 1938 and polyvinyl 
chloride resin in 1940. In 1944 phenolic resin constituted 46 per cent, celluloid 28 
per cent, and urea resin 13 per cent of the total plastics production. 
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Since the Second World War, many foreign methods have been introduced while 
domestic technology has been developed. These developments will be reviewed 
below. 

Polyethylene 

Research into low-density polyethylene began during the Second World War. 
The polyethylene-insulated cable found in the radar systems of American aeroplanes 
suggested to Japanese professors the type of research that they should start on the 
production of polyethylene. Professor S. Kodama of Kyoto University 
experimentally produced 6.3 grams of polyethylene in March 1944. A plant with a 
capacity of 20 kilograms per day was designed and the equipment was ordered, but 
the project was not completed until after the war. The experimental work was taken 
up again in 1948 and a pilot plant with a capacity of 10 kilograms per day was built 
Work began in March 1951 and continued until May 1953. During the experimental 
period from 1948 to 1951, the plunger pump for raising the pressure had not 
functioned properly. The first pump could operate only for twelve to thirteen hours 
continuously at 1,500 atmospheres. The pump was redesigned and was a success 

Sumitomo Chemical Industry Company received a subsidy of $2,000 from the 
Government of Japan in 1951. The grant helped to improve the manufacturing 
equipment for polyethylene at Kyoto University. Later, in 1952, Sumitomo received 
a subsidy of $33,300 for the Industrialization Test Fund from the Government to 
build a polyethylene pilot plant with a capacity of 200 kilograms per day, this plant 
began producing polyethylene in August 1954. 

Sumitomo had to solve several technical problems, e.g. purification of ethylene, 
a catalyst to be added at a pressure of 2,000 atmospheres, a special compressor 
lubricant which is not dissolved by liquid ethylene, and quantity control of oxygen 
The quantity of oxygen, in particular, had to be precisely controlled. Although 
Sumitomo Chemical had plans to construct a plant with a capacity of 3,000 tons per 
year in 1954 after the success of the pilot plant, it still had additional production 
problems to solve. For example, the supply of ethylene for making the polyethylene 
was not assured. At the same time Mitsui Chemical signed a contract with Dr Karl 
Ziegler to produce high-density polyethylene This was challenging news for the 
people at Sumitomo. They contacted the mission from ICI in February I9SS and 
arranged for a licence to manufacture low-density polyethylene with Kl in July 
1955. It was decided to build an ethylene plant and a polyethylene plant Since 
Sumitomo had had experience in working a pilot plant, there was no difficulty in 
operating the commercial plant after introducing the technology from KT 

Mitsui Chemical, affected by a depression in the coal-mining industry, decided to 
manufacture higher alcohol from low-grade coal by the oxo process On a trip to 
Ruhr Chemie in the Federal Republic of Germany in January 1955, the executives of 
Mitsui Chemical stopped at the Max Planck Institut in Düsseldorf and signed an 
option contract with Dr. Karl Ziegler to produce high-density polyethylene 
However, this process was successful only in the experimental work, and Mitsui 
personnel had to obtain the know-how of large-scale operations by themselves 

In April 1955, three engineers were sent to the Max Planck Institut to 
participate in the laboratory work of the Ziegler process In May, basic research was 
started in their own central research laboratory and in the laboratory at the Ohmuta 
plant. Mitsui received patent rights from Dr Ziegler but because it was impossible to 
commercialize production from the laboratory data, suitable techniques had to be 
established. For example, basic investigations had to be made m to the choice of the 
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Benzent reacts with ethylene in the liquid or gaseous state. produor^ 
ethylbenzene Kthylben/ene is then dehydrogenated to styrene monomer I lie 
production cost of styrene monomer for each plant capacity is shown in table > 
The production costs of general-purpose ((.P) and high-impact (HI ) grules of styrene 
polymer are shown in table 27 

IABLI    11.     PR()I)(( HON (OSI   Ol    POLYSIYRINI,  BASK)  ON   HANI   ( \|> \( IIY 
ANl)( OST OJ  RAW MAII RIAl S 

Plant capacity 'tons ¡year) 10.000 20,000 40.000 HO.(XM) 

Cost of plant f million of dollar',) 2.78 4.44 7.22 12.5 

Cost of monomer 
(cents/lbj 

Grade of polymer Cc 

10.67 

vi oj pol v st vre ne 
(cents/Ib) 

6.25 GP 10.01 9.51 9 |9 
6.25 MI 11.30 10.64 10.13 981 
7.50 GP 11.98 11.33 10.82 10.50 
7.50 Ml 12.61 11.95 11 44 II.' ì 
8.75 GP 13.30 12.63 12.13 11.81 
8.75 HI 13.92 13.26 12.76 12.44 

10.0 GP 14.6J 13.95 13.44 13.13 
10.0 HI 15.23 14.58 14.07 13.75 
11.25 GP 15.92 15.26 14.76 14 44 
11.25 HI 16.55 15.89 15.38 15.06 
12.5 GP 17.23 16.58 16.07 15.75 
12.5 HI 17.86 17.2 16.69 lb.38 

Urea-formaldehyde resin 

The raw materials for urea-formaldehyde resin are urea and formaldehyde. Urea 
has been produced in large quantities for fertilizers, and formaldehyde is easily 
produced from methanol. Obtaining the raw materials for urea-formaldehyde resin is 
therefore no problem in any country. As explained in chapter 1.1, the manufacturing 
cost of thermosetting resins is hardly affected by the size of the resin plant, a factor 
which makes it easy for any developing country to start producing this resin. 

Additives for synthetic resins 

There are many additives for synthetic resins, the two main ones being 
plasticizers and stabilizers. In some applications, a flame-re tardant agent is added to 
make the resins safe for building materials and automotive and electrical parts. An 
antioxidant is added primarily to polyolefins, acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) 
polymers and polystyrene. An antistatic agent is usually added to polyolefins and 
polystyrene for food packaging and also to vinyl for phonograph records. 
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solvent  and   conditions for polymerization, the after-treatment and  the physical 
properties of products   Also necessary for industrialization were studies concerned 
with the  hulk  density of powdered polymer, the effect of molecular weight and 
densitv on the processahility of the polymer, the elimination of ash in the product 
and uniformity of operations so as to ensure a standard quality of product 

All these important problems had heen studied in the basic research laboratory 
A pilot plant (2 tons per month capacity) was then built in June I4SS and 
approximately 50 engineers and 60 workers operated the plant until autumn l1»^ 
During these months, they collected important engineering data on the effect of 
scale-up, the most economical operational process, the selection of apparatus and the 
design for the commercial plant Their efforts led to the construction of a pilot plant 
with a capacity of 10 tons per month The ptant was worked from autumn I9V> to 
spring 1^58, during which time the emphasis was placed on market development and 
operational techniques 

Mitsui Chemical originally wanted to build its own plant but in accordance with 
the recommendation of the Mitsui Bank, eight Mitsui companies established a («unt 
company called Mitsui Petrochemical Company to which Mitsui Chemical offered à 
sub-licence and its technical know-how A high-density polyethylene plant with a 
capacity of 1.000 tons per month was constructed at Iwakuni by Mitsui 
Petrochemical Company in August I95K The manufacturers had had enough 
experience in the operation of a pilot plant so that no difficulties arose m the 
operation of the commercial plant 

The plans for making polyethylene by Mitsui Chemical and Sumitomo (hemic al 
had provoked other chemical companies, and in 1956 Furukawa Chemical Showa 
Denko and Mitsubishi Petrochemical announced their own plans 

In April 1956, the executives of Furukawa Chemical had visited the Phillips 
Petroleum Company in the United States Their talks lasted two months and ended 
in the drafting of a contract in which Furukawa agreed to pay %\ 6 million for the 
annual production of 7.5(H) tons of polyethylene based on Phillips technology 

l^ter, executives of Showa Denko visited Phillips Petroleum and out bid 
Furukawa by raising the fee to %2 475 million Phillips accepted the new offer and a 
contract was signed, forcing Furukawa to look elsewhere for a polyethylene 
manufacturer It finally paid Standard Oil Company of Indiana ÍI 5 million for a 
licence to produce 7 500 tons a year 

Mitsubishi Petrochemical, which was established by nine Mitsubishi group 
companies and the Shell (HI Company in April |95f>, «grted a contract with Badisene 
Anilin- und Soda-Fabrik (BASÌ ) of the Federal Republic of Germany to produce 
10,000 tons of polyethylene per year paid $0 6« million and started operations in 
June 1959 (BASF had bought the patent rights from K I md had established its own 
know-how Its commercia] plant had been operated by the rtheinwch (Mefin Werte 
which is jointly owned bv BASF and Shell ) 

As mentioned above, many companies had competed for foreign technology 
Several of the companies were successful, others were not  The reasons for failure 
were shortage of markets and technical problema mentioned bebw 

Sumitomo Chemical and Mitsubishi Petrochemical entered full operations as 
soon as the first round of production had realized larpr profits riowever Mitsui 
Petrochemical operated at leas than 50 per cent of capacity for more than a year 
because of lacà of demand for hsjh-denaity polyethylene and a shortage of 
applications   technokigy    h considered  producing low-dentiry  pofyethytene  and 
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established a joint venture called Mitsui Polychemicals Ltd with Du Pont of the 
United States in December I960 

Showa Petrochemical, a subsidiary of Showa Denko, started its polyethylene 
operations in December luS*f Showa Denko was not experienced m experimental 
work or in the operation of a pilot plant, but its introduction ot polyethylene 
technology from Phillips was a success because of Phillips' wide experience of 
laboratory research and commercial plants. 

Phillips Petroleum developed a catalyst system (chrome-oxide catalyst on 
silica-alumina) and announced its process in Ic>54 After successful bench-scale 
experiments, it was decided to progress to the pilot plant Themen in charge of the 
reaction group began to operate a 10-US-gallon (3K-htre) batch reactor and to build a 
20-US-gaIlon (7t>htre) continuous reactor in lu54 After two months, the 20-gallon 
reactor was completed and a 24- to 48-hour continuous operation was accomplished. 
However it was difficult to operate the reactor for longer than 48 hours because of 
certain mechanical problems One problem was a clog in the polymer pipe, owing to 
scale-up problems with mixing and heat dissipation 

While the polymerization group was attempting to solve these problems, another 
group in charge of eliminating catalyst residue and recovering polymer was trying to 
choose the most suitable process and design of apparatus As soon as the 
polymerization process was perfected, the polymerized product was separated, 
filtered dried and sent to the laboratory where its physical properties were tested 
Within two months the polymerization group was able to operate the reactor 
continuously tor ax days As a result of a change in solvent, the process was 
remarkably improved 

I ight months of production resulted in 270 kilograms of polyethylene from this 
pilot plant which were used for making samples tor a market survey After another 
tour months, the plant design, plant cost and the manufacturing cost in the 
commercial plant were estimated I he results ot the market research were so 
encouraging, that the executive committee decided to go ahead with plans to build a 
commercial plant Designs* for the ethylene plant and the polyethylene plant were 
drawn up \t thus stage, the ¡unctions ot the pilot plant were to collect technical 
data to unity the data collected in each section and correlate them to the design 
schedule and to produce various kinds ot polymer lor market research. While the 
commercial plant was being designed, the pilot plant operated continuously, and the 
drying extrusion and peHetizmg systems were changed from a batch system to a 
continuous system In addition, a 604iS-gaiJon (227 litre» polymerization reactor 
was added to the system 

It was h t necessary to construct a semi-commercial plant before designing the 
commercial piant, but for the purpose of market devekipment, a semi-commercial 
plant with a capa ity of 500 kilograms per day was built at Bartlesville, Oklahoma. 
This plant was use! to train and drill the operators, study the safety problemi and 
develop the market  I He commerciai plant began production in March 195 7 

These experiences m the Phillips plant served to asawt Showa Denko m its 
operation and Showa thu ita not need to build a pilot plant However, no demand 
developed tor the product r the medium-pressure process, and the low rate of 
operations continued for a king >me 

Turukawi was leu auccesaiul, since as was mentioned earlier it had been 
defeated by Showa s competition fur Phillips technology hurukawa finally 
imported an immature technatfu* fro» Mandard Od ( umpaiiy ot Indiana Standard 
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had undertaken the basic research and had obtained many patents, but it had not 
enough experience of pilot plants Production in the r-urukawa plant was therefore 
delayed for one year while attempts were made to solve technical troubles Even 
after operations began in June lu<>(). the plant was plagued by problems. In addition 
to technical problems, there was very little demand for the injection-moulded 
products, wire and cable coaling I hese blows proved fatal and in 1966 1 urukawa 
Petrochemicals was sold to the Nisseki Petrochemical Company. 

The large consumption of low-density polyethylene attracted many newcomers 
to the production of the resin. Nitto Chemical established a (oint venture called Nitto 
Unicar with UC'C of the United States m 1962, Asahi Dow Company introduced a 
technique from Dow Chemical of the United States in 1964, as did Ube Industries 
from Kexall Chemical in 1965 and Toyo Soda Company from National Distillers and 
Chemical Corporation in 1966 Japan Petrochemical is now constructing a plant 
based on the technology of Kexall Chemical AH the companies eliminated the 
pilot-plant stage and built commercial plants immediately. As they used established 
techniques, there were no particular troubles in operation All of them have since 
established their own applications research laboratories for the purpose of market 
development All current polyethylene producers have introduced foreign methods, 
and no company has established a commercial plant based on its own technique 
Toyo Koatsu Company and Mitsubishi Chemical, however, established their own 
techniques in pilot plants that have been working for several years Unfortunately 
they cannot build commercial plants, because it is very difficult to attain reasonable 
profits and success on the market as a result of keen competition and low prices. 

Polyvinyl chloride 

PVC resins were imported in I9.ÎK from pre-war Germany under the trade name 
"Igelit" made by IG harbemndustne A(J, and from the United State* under the name 
•Vmylite" developed by ICC I hese resins became the models for Japanese 
researchers, and in August 1939. Nippon (hisso Company began the production of a 
PVC resin called "Nippolit" I otal production of the resin reached 126 tons by 
1944, but in 1945 most of the plant was bombed and production was stopped in 
1946  Chisso has never regained its leading position in the production of PVC resins 

In 1947 the loshiba Company began production in a small pilot plant which 
remained the only PVC plant in existence until 1949 loshiba had no raw materials, 
but bought liquid chlorine and acetylene in cylinders. The 3-tons-per-month-capacity 
operation of this pilot plant interested other chemical manufacturers with excess 
chlorine or acetylene Several companies, eg lekkosha, Mitsui Chemical, Mitsubishi 
Chemical and Kanegafuchi Chemical, started research in 1948 and each began to 
produce 10 tons of PVC per month The companies had had some experience in 
polymerization during the war, so it was not difficult for them to begin research 
again on synthetic resin> But other inexperienced chemical rr anufacturers, eg 
Kureha Chemical. Denki Kagaku, Japan Light Metal Industry and Showa Denko, 
requested leadership for their research from the Government Chemical Industrial 
Research Institute m lokyo A member of this organization, Df. K. Muzutani, pve 
instruction* m the synthesis at vinyl chloride monomer U> chemists from the four 
companies trom April 1949 to Mari h 1950 

Kureha Chemical started its own research work m September 1949 and began 
the construction of a l(M(jn~per-month-capacity plant which wis completed in July 
1950   This plant was later transformed to produce polyvinybdene chloride resin 
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Kureha Chemical originally dealt in the production of viscose rayon, but its rayon 
plant was scrapped by military order during the war The original plan to 
manufacture PVC resin was replaced by a plan to produce a polyvinylidene chloride 
fibre using vinyl chloride monomer. 

When Kureha started research work in 1949, the research groups were composed 
of ten people each in monomer and polymer synthesis groups; another ten people in 
a fibre fabrication research group were added in 1950. After six months of research, 
they succeeded in spinning the polyvinylidene chloride fibre in the laboratory as a 
result of experiences in spiriting protein fibres during the war. On the other hand, 
Kanegafuchi Chemical and Toa Gosei Company were not successful in spinning 
because their researchers had had no previous spinning experience. The laboratory 
work in Kureha was operated by means of a 10-litre reactor, which was replaced first 
by a 100-litre reactor, then by a 2,000-litre reactor and finally by an 8,000-litre 
reactor. In 1952 the capacity of the pilot plant was expanded from 10 tons to 30 
tons per month and the engineering and market research continued. 

While Kureha was starting research on the polyvinylidene chloride fibre, Asahi 
Chemical, Kanegafuchi Chemical and Toa Gosei Company were each beginning 
similar research. Asahi Chemical entered into joint operations with Dow Chemical 
and in 1953 the Asahi Dow Company was established. The other two companies 
failed in their attempts to spin the fibre, but in later years made polyvinylidene 
chloride latex. 

Of the companies that started research into PVC resins, Japan Light Metal 
Company contacted B. F. Goodrich Chemical Company of the United States, and the 
Furukawa companies and Goodrich established a joint venture called Japan Geon 
Company in 1951, forming an excellent model for the Japanese PVC manufacturers. 
Mitsubishi Chemical imported a technique from Monsanto Chemical Company of the 
United States and together the two companies established Mitsubishi Monsanto 
Chemical in 1952. 

Japan Geon and Mitsubishi Monsanto Chemical are at present the only two joint 
ventures with foreign companies in the group of fourteen PVC producers. Among the 
other twelve companies, Mitsui Chemical introduced a technique from the United 
States in 1950, Toa Gosei bought licences from St Gobain of France in 1957, and 
Nippon Carbide Company imported the process of continuous polymerization from 
BASF of the Federal Republic of Germany in 1956. Eight of the fourteen PVC 
companies began operations between 1949 and 1952, but six others, Kureha 
Chemical, Denki Kagaku, Shinetsu Chemical, Toa Gosei, Nissin Chemical and 
Gunmma Chemical (subsidiary of Denki Kagaku), started several yean later. Of these 
late starters, Kureha and Denki Kagaku established their own technology, and the 
other three companies, Shinetsu Chemical, Nissin Chemical and Toa Gosei, 
introducted methods from other companies. Shinetsu introduced their PVC 
technology from Chisso Company and chlorine techniques from Kureha Chemical, 
and the Nissin Chemical plant was constructed and operated by engineers from 
Chisso. The technology of PVC resin production has been progressively developed 
from emulsion polymerization to suspension polymerization and dispersion 
polymerization, and has been expanded from homopolymer to special kinds of 
copolymers. 

The PVC products have been accepted by many customers and the range of 
application possibilities extends from rigid water pipe and rigid corrugated sheet for 
housing to soft film and sheet products. The model for PVC technology has always 
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been Geon products made by Goodrich. In recent years, however. Japanese PVC 
technology has generally been classified with the best in the world and many plants 
in developing and developed countries have been built with Japanese technical 
assistance. For example, Sumitomo Chemical sold i»s method to France and the 
United States; Kureha Chemical to the Soviet Union and the United States and 
Mitsui Chemical to the United States. In addition, Shinetsu built plants in China 
(Taiwan), India, the Philippines, Portugal, the Republic of Korea and other 
developing countries. 

Polystyrene 

The production of polystyrene was started in 1957 with the importation of 
styrene monomer by Mitsubishi Monsanto Chemical ;nd Asahi Dow Chemical. In 
1959 both companies developed a petrochemical complex and produced styrene 
monomer. The third producer, Kokan Chemical, a subsidiary of Japan Steel Pipe 
Company, introduced the technology of the Koppers Company of the United States 
in 1959 and started it in 1961. 

Toyo Polystyrene Company, a subsidiary of Mitsui Chemical Company, and 
Toyo Koatsu Company bought a technique from Cosden Petroleum in the United 
States and began operations in 1964. Denka Petrochemical, a subsidiary of Denki 
Kagaku, introduced a technique from the Petrocarbon Company of the United 
Kingdom and proceeded to operate it in 1965. One year later in 1966, Yawata 
Chemical, a subsidiary of Yawata Iron and Steel Company, went on stream 
employing a method from UCC. As previously mentioned, no home technology or 
pilot-plant work has been used for making polystyrene. 

All these companies have a very different share of the market. Asahi Dow 
Chemical and Mitsubishi Monsanto Chemical hold approximately 80 per cent of the 
total market because of their early start and the excellent quality of their products. 
Other companies have been trying to develop a market for their products and to 
establish the necessary applications research laboratories. Their share of the market is 
still small. 

Japan Steel Pipe gave up control of Kokan Chemical and sold it to Shovva 
Denko, and Mitsui Chemical sold its share of Toyo Polystyrene to Toyo Koatsu 
Company. Such a situation is a result not only of a later start, but also of the type of 
technique imported. Dow Chemical's technique is the best. The companies that 
introduced other foreign methods have not been able to use pilot plants to improve 
them and have had to be satisfied with a low success rate. 

Vinyl chloride monomer 

In recent years the synthesis of vinyl chloride monomer has developed 
remarkably from the conventional acetylene process to the newer oxychlorination 
process. 

The diluted mixed-gas process for making vinyl chloride monomer is a good 
example of a process that has been perfected through the co-operation of many 
companies in research and development. Usually it is difficult for chemical 
companies to co-operate in research. However, it is important to develop home 
techniques both for companies that cannot afford to import foreign ones and for 
governments that fear loss of currency and a disturbance to industrial policy by the 
invasion of foreign methods and capital. The Japanese Government in 1961 passed a 
Law of Research Associations for Technical Development in Industries and Mines. 
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first   association   based   on   trie   taw 
('„„st,uc.,on«,.mpanywasn,nucnnJl,n    *nK.ve ^ ^ 

to   May   WSH  d*  P'X   J Ltt, e    c,:T,pa„,e, tended a meet- ... 
acetylene were explained.  Wnuie-from «ven e g<„      , „ |„lulv 

„Ubhsh an acetyleneohv ene ••^   ^ , 1 „«¡.«.s ». "«- 

íL^rr^;..« "tr;rn:,:ned;:J
ea::::::,a,:,;;:,,;i;: 

Petroleum Division ot the Resources Research Ins te *»^ * 
*•  „   \ft»r thp publishment of   he association, the design IM <t H"     » association. After the estaniisnrntr.i .„vestmated  The const met ion 

with a capacity of 0.5 tons of acetylene per da> was investigated 
of this plant was begun in January l%0 

In   195«  befo-  the  assocat.on  was established,  the   engineers   H  lM 

and  ethylene   from   nyhth^ They   b^n   P-= , ,,„, of naphtha 

fíZ^oL^tlt        number clpan- after compie.,,,,, o, „»«,,.» 
ÄÄ^ f, J ,„ seven years ofexpenence ,n ,he„ „,*«. che.n.a. 

^3?£^ 

How"ve "'A! *£»-* d,d ni, „ on ,„ the ««.d ^ "J 

TT•3€3ÏS7Î^ArnÏÏI7î,»t^ »^ * « 
plant * 3 tons per aayj w*s W»F fîf*..n mmnanies   Seven tests were run 

ofc^tínuous operate. The consumption of utilities was unproved 20 to 21 per 
cent over that in the ü.5-ton<apacity püot plant 

The   third-stage experiment  was held  from May  to August  l%2    I*eive 
ine   iniro-M«iF      F* u.vina Kureha Chemical  Chiyoda 

A"^A¡£ ? hS¿ few-: 
ntphtha-ctickiiig furnace. «-tirulat opération rs shown m 

The coat of development for each stage m this particular oprano* r» 

table 54. 
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I AHI I     ">4        DIVHliPMIM    «USI    M IK     I HI      WMHISIS   »H     VINVI     t 111 < >K II »I 
Vit i\( »Ml K I S ¡ Ai' V\    nui M, : 

h irsi V   < md Ihtr.i 

statt stuti s lagt 

Si/e of plant ( tons <lav » 0 s \ Il fil) 

ïerm of operation MKldays 1 s Jays :<K) hours 

( o*! of development 

thousands of dollars 

( ost of plant 44)) 1 2«MÜ 

Rem«xjelbng cost îr» < i: 1 IM s 

Cost of opera!«m m i H? \ SX ] 

Administration fee n \ 10 0 10 Ü 

Design fee il ? 

Reserve fund iy s 

Total cost of development %7 0 W4 4 MoX 

frmrce    T   SÍX.AWA      Keseari h and I »-velopmrnt     High P  <\ mer Indu sir \  fluni 
(No   I* of High Palvmer Indus** Series   in l»p«nt><w)  Chin« PUMMHIII| ( umpmv 
Tokyo.p   Ji 

A comparison of working costs from the basic research stage to the third stage 
pilol plan« is shown in table ^ The cost ot operation in the thtrd stage is 142 times 
that of the bench-scale experiment I his indicates the importance ot obtaining 
enough procès« data from the small pilot plant The operation of the larger pilot 
plant should also he considered in finalizing the design for the commercial plant 

The work accomplished by this research association was limited to the 
production of acetylene and ethylene from naphtha By the third stage, only K tire ha 
Chemical remained fremi the seventeen chemicaJ companies that had joined m the 

ÏA1LE <5      COMPARISON Ol- WOJtlUN(. (OSTS FOR VARIOUS STAGtS O» R) SI ARC H 
AND Dt VtLOTMI-NT Ot VINYL C'H LURIDI MONOMI R 

Aei« 
rnmrih 

btmh 
leale 
opmÊttoH 

hlin pkmts 

0 S Umtléay i 0 tom/dë v 6 i) toms/eky 

Cost of operation 
(Vday) 3 17 12 70 417 0 3,315.00 4,670 00 

Coat worri|#iid 

with bench scafc 0.1 1 12.1 10J 142 

t>MKv   r 90T.AWA "Ptwareti une Ttmmto^mettí"  High r*nlvmtr tndutfrv Mmmt (No   IS of 
Hig* Pntymm> htétutry S»Pim, w t*pmnm) Ckt|M PwMMrinf CampaMy   Taiy». p   M. 
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hrst stage I be engineers *t kureha i hecm al planne 1 t<« use the resean h work from 

the ravked ¿as t .1 the pn>du> turn <d vmvl . hloride monomer arid in Wt*2 thev built 

* pilot pUnt t>> manufacture vmvl Morule monomer from ^ratked (¡as [his very 

<i K i «"«situi pt nei t led in April I *->M ft- the » onxtnn Hon ot HI comnierual plant tor 

making vmvl t hlortde monomer Imm naphtha I he process is now called the 

Kureha* ht yoda vmvl Morule m» moine r pro«, ess m the dilute mixed gas V( 

monoinrr pritcess I his method has been sold to India Norwav the I nited Kingdom 

and the I SSM 

The reasons why kureha < he muai remained ihr« igh the third «stage of the 

asso» latum and succeeded in building a mmnieri tal plant have been stated by l)r hip 

Munekata , hiet oí the Nogiuhi Kesearth Institute president of the Japan Atotnu 

Keseart h Institu* and former direi for of the hoard ot the Asahi Chemical Industry 

( ompany A' f',a. time he was m charge ot the association's research ami he has 

explained the success ot Kureha ( hernial in his hook Re$ean h and Itevelupment in 

the (hemnal Industn 1^64 I he follow ng entrait from his book is translated 

intorrnallv from Japanese 

Whrn   ihr   4SSOI ni 1 • as   established    the   managets   belonging   to   the   large   themual 
(.ompanies hesitated to ine assotiation   Ns< ause thev had retted on foreign methods   At the 
same time il was important tot then» io avoid any responsibility t«n the failure of Ihr 
rspenmrnts I vrn i he timpani«"* thai |omed the association were ion lent to watt h the 
esprnmenl with * 1 onservative attitude thus righi companies «voided the risk m thr set ond 
stage In the «temnd stape I attended the tethniial dim ussum Fhere were very te* engm*-«is who 
were anxious to develop the procès* and the discusmon was limitwd t > them Mosi ot the 
engineers attending the meeting were onlv Iwteners t>t ( .orni o» Kureha (TtemicaJ was the most 
eager prison in ihr association and the engineers from Kureha dirrt trd by him bei «urte Ihr iure 
ot the a sunt lalion s rrseanh work    Iheit eagerness tarried them through t«i the futa! stage 

Thus, the "htervaturns and tiwtMasts for thr development of the process took on » unite 
dttfarent i|uaâtty am<mg tile enthusiastic engineers and spectators The pioneering spwit ot thr 
«ngHwers ot kureha < he mi. »J brought about « wek orne suo ess 

On the other hand, Shu* t su Chemical, which had hacked out after th« first 
stage imported an acetylene process from Montecatini of Italy m IVr>| which tailed 
at its introduction Sine« the acetylene plant built by Montecatini did nut work well, 
payment to Montecatini was finally Hopped and Shine t su was forced to spend a great 
deal of money on improving the process m the commercial plant, a situation which 

reated a financial crtstt tot Shinetsu 
Mitsubishi Chemical introduced the acetylene process from MASK in l^t>2 and 

planned to manufacture poryvwyl alcohol at Mt/usfuma but it gave up this plan in 
order to build a comme icieJ plant Sumitomo (nemicai introduced the SIA process 
from le Igni m m 1^60 and worked the plant for three years before it was forced to 
abandon it because of uneconomical operation It later introduced the 
cwychior «nation process from Stau ff er (hemical of the United States loa Gusci and 
Hanega fuchi (hemical hair« bought the licence for the Wulff process, but they have 
not begun to syntheaue vwyl chloride monomer commerctaMy 

Tike experte«** of the Aesearch Association for DevesufNng Raw Meteríais for 
Htjh Polymers can be summer «sed as foêows 

(el  Tike  engineer* aste   plannen  M  the  large chemicei  companies such as 
Mitaubsehi   Owmacal,   Swrnttomo   Che macai   and  Mitsui Oiemecal   were 

the cü-operetive research  They eeeferfed to emtwHl 
1 to utajlifji tiM« own, ajad áaeaáed «ot te joe» tie 

J. 
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(hi Vi.»Nt ..I the companies that turned the association were interested onlv in 
being observers I hev lacked (he pioneering spirit necessary to establish 
home industry A co-operative effort in research and development is limited 
and unsuccessful unless it includes enthusiastic engineers who make an 
effort to advance the project It is not difficult to collect funds from several 
companies tor reseanh arni development but i» is difficult to find engineers 
and scientists who have suffi» lentlv creative rrunds to act positively and 
eagerly 

<<•) The most ,,portant requirements m an attempt to establish a new 
technique are the pioneering spirit of scientists and engineers and the 
sympathy of the i ompai '  s exet utives with this spirit 

S vn the tu  flirts 

Resear.h into syntheti. fibres in lapan was started after the sample importation 
of nylon hh from the United States m I'MM arid nylon b from (rermany in Io W 
foyo Rayon began investigating nylon bb m Io \H and nylon t> m I^W and |44<) In 
l«M3 a pUot plant was put mto operation I he product was sold under the name of 
Aimlan After the Second World War the process of Joyo Rayon was investigated 

by engineers at Du Pont and it was found that there were no infringements on patent 
right* loyo Kay.m dended in ¡s»4? to buy the trade mark and polymerization 
process for nylon from Du Poni I he othei h»ur manufacturers of nylon all 
introduced foreign methods after the war 

Pofvacrylonitiile fibres had h,*en studied by Pt.»lessor kanbara of lokyo 
IcvhnoJoficaJ University in I M4 I and the fihr was named Synsen" The death oí 
hi*cA»-rtsearcher Mr d Mamiya d> nng the war prevented the commercialization of 
the fibre Acrvlic fibre was commerciali/ed in 1^4« by Du Pont and Japanese 
engineers began their own research int., the fibre at this lime I he commercialization 
»Í acrylic fibres was started with the establishment of an acrylonttrUevmyl chloride 
copolymer fibre by kanegatiKhi ( nemicai in 1^4 Irt 1*1*6 Ulan i ompany a toint 
venture of ïoyo Spinning and Sumitomo < hemical imported a technique from the 
American ( yanarrnd t ompany Mitsubishi Rayon ( ompanv introduced a technique 
from the (herrat rand ( orporation m Isis« Asahi Che mu al established its own 
method of making an acryk fibre i ailed Kashimikm this method has »nee been 
sold to the USSR 

Out unique fière developed m Japan » the polyvinyl alcohol fiore investigated 
tndapenéanth' hy P, rfestof I Saàurada of Kyoto t'nwersity and Dr S Yazawa of 
Kaiwfafuchi Sptnrtmf (ompany The fibre produced by Protestor Saàurada was 
cattai "Coati lehajo (synthetic No 11 A pilot plant, which was later absorbed by 
Dai NnVon Spin run« ( ompany was operated by ijoset-lcnajo Kouaha The product 
Met by Dr Yasawa was named lUneviyan me a pilot plant to malie three tons 
per month of it was started in NW by Kanegat IM rw Spinning ( ompany bwt the 
work suas later stoppati 

l>f iomonari of àitrtahiki Rayon was interested in the polyvtnyi alcohol fibre 
and started to wtvcetfeaats it in DM2 in ls>4 7 he opened a tanje contratreta! piani for 
makait "Vwylon   fibre 

in IS>$2 the Japan Synthetic i ihr« Association was twsjanued ana provided tor 
an enchanp of research result» on synthetic fibres The association was reorfarn*ed 
as the Society of High •örymer «katnee n Japan and its activity was extended to 
cover reataren conferà**»* on all types of high polymers 
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Another new method for producing synthetic fibres was a vanilline-ethylene 
glycol copolymer fibre called "Vanilon" developed by the Kokokn Rayon (ompany 
in 1957 This fibre has characteristics similar to 'Terylene" or "Dacron" polyester 
fibre Vanilline is included in the waste liquid from pulp The utilization o< pulp 
waste is a possible source of this fibre, but as yet the process has not been 
comme re tali/ed 

Polyurea fibre was developed by the loyo Koatsu (ompany in N5S It was 
produced by the condensation of urea and diamine <>l tarbon-^ of aliphatic 
hydrocarbon Oleic acid from sperm oil or nee bran was used as a raw material A 
pilot plant had been in operation lor several years, but it was finally closed down 
when it became too difficult to collect the nee bran 

Two new kinds ot fibre are now under development One is a polyether fibre 
called "A-tel" manufactured by Nippon Rayon ( ompany and another is a 
protein aery Ion itril^        »lymer fibre called "K-6" Both resemble silk 

( aprolai tarn 

The manufacture of caprolactam, a raw material for nylon t> has changed from 
the classical phenol process to the direct oxidation or photo-mtrosahon of 
cyclohexane (PNO I he PN( process was developed by the loyo Rayon (ompany 
in I^SO The establishment of this PN< process is a typical result of chemical 
research and development 

In l^M) loyo Ravon started the first expansion of nyhm h < S tons per day 
«apaiitvlhy the phenol process Che pilot plant ( I ton per day .apauty ) had become 
idle Mr Atkawa head of the synthetic lactam section who had forecast the future 
of the phenol process directed a research group investigating a new pr<xess for 
iyntheswmg caprolactam m ten years tune At that tune the phenol process was the 
only commercial one  but it was incomplete and unsatisfactory 

Other processes for caprolactam had been suggested, hut then industrial value 
was completely unknown The PN< prmess was one of the processes »elected by the 
scientists at loyo Rayon for making caprolactam 

I hew idea was that it it were possible to rut rosate cyclohexane directly this 
process would be more rational and et «momie al than the phenol process for 
manufacturing cyi lohexanotie oxwne 

I he idea of reacting cyclohexane with nitrous acid to produce nitrosocyclo 
hexane was unsuccessful so nitrosyi chloride was used instead of nitrous acid This 
»action did not work very well but eventually an oily salt of oxime was obtained 
through the reaction of cyclohexane and nitrosyi chloride ai sunlight The yield (»f 
the reactwm was very low and a small quantity of uve product was intermixed with 
many by-produc?s The process was improved by the addition of hydrogen chloride 
•ut several difficulties, eg suitable amounts and wave lengths of light remained It 
wat necessary to ,ind a source which supplied largje eiexpenitve »mounts of light of 
suitable wave lengths while eliminating unsuitable wave lengths, such as ultra-violet 
h|M Aito necessary before the process could be corrane retailed were solutions to 
the problems of corroaton by nitrosyi chloride and the ekrmnatton of heat produced 
from the light source 

At that time   no large-scale photo-chermcaJ reaction had been commetcìaètaed 
and  many  people   at   Toy o  Rayon   there foie considered the process hopeless 
Preliminary   ex penmental   results  brought  about  discussions of the wisdom  of 
proceeding with the experiment It was ftnaffy decided for two reasons to contarme 
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( olouring agents dir added to all pi IN!H - Inonjanu volounnj» agents sikh IN 

titanium dioxide are tin- most popular CIIOUCN ( arbon black is ihr most trequent 
item among the * v>aiiK tolounnK agents and it*, share ol tlie total onzanics in the 
I nited States was about SO per cent in !,'(>4 1 Itanium dioxide occupied 76 per cent 
ot the total morgana s in the same >tudv I he total consumption ot additives tor 
plastics was estimated to he about not UHM) tons in the I 'ruled States in l'>64(table 

28) 

Ï ABl 1   28      CONSUMPTION  Ol   ADDI'I IVI.S I OR PLASTICS  IN I'M h UNITI D STATI S, 
l%4 

l'y pe of additiv* Consumption 
(tons) 

Plasticizers 

Aromatic: 326,000 tons" 

Aliphatic: 106,000 tons 

Heat stabilizers 

Flame retardants 

Inorganic colours 

Organic colours 

Water-soluble colours 

Organic peroxides 

Antioxidants 
Antistatic agents 
Ultra-violet absorber 

432,000 

18,200 

38,000 

25,000 

10,000 

1,700 

3,950 

1,730 

0.5   1.0% of resin 
365 

"includes 272,000 tons of DOP (dioctyl phthalate). 
Source: Kunststoffe, March 1966. 

There are two processes used for making octyl alcohol, the oxo process and the 
acetaldehyde process. The acetaldehyde process requires hydrogen as a raw material 
and the oxo process requires a propylene-carbon-monoxide-hydrogen mixture. 
Although the oxo process requires less expensive raw materials, its plant costs are 
higher. 

The DOP or DBP can be economically produced on a relatively small scale. The 
size of the plant has little effect on production, and raw materials and end-products 
can be fairly easily transported. The cost of the raw material, on the other hand, 
greatly influences the cost of the process. Octyl-alcohol plants using the oxo process 
should be planned along with any pr Irochemical complex to be built in the future, in 
order to obtain cheap octyl alcohol locally. This product could then be transported, 
if necessary, to any plant making plasticizers. 

It is more advantageous to obtain the raw materials for synthetic resins and 
plasticizers from the petrochemical line than to select natural materials such as 
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research First, the present process was based on the old ..tie developed „. the 

nineteenth century and alili.,ugf. it had been unproved ,t was thought that a 

completely new process should be originated hv the Japanese leseanhers „. an 
attempt h. s„np|,|v the processing of raw materials Vu-ul research into nylon „i 

Japan had be, r. delayed more than ten vears I has ,i wax pretetahle !o seiec I a 

completely new process rathe- than to trace the research ot I mied States o, 
European c ompames 

Kesearch was hemm again in October IMM after a halt year inte.val One 
research .hemist and three assistants studied the mam and side reactions of 

photon,trosation and applied for patents Mr Kobayashi head of the synthetk t.hre 

research section reported to the executives that the process had a Impel ul future As 

a result the inanage.ne.il officially accepte] it as a réseau h pro,ei t I he adviser the 

late Mr Karashima and the late presiden. Mr S.,de vaina visited the laboratory 
several tunes and their words of support and h ope em ou raged the re sears hers 

\ year later m Utohei l'íSJ a beruh scale plani equipped with a | kilowatt 

mermrv lamp was completed and a photoreaction was a« c .implished lasting ten 

hours In this stage the yield of i vilohexane to oxmie was about '<) ,*•. cent bul the 
yield of ox une was only M) grams per kilowatt houi It was Lund that the ostsof 

power «id e onstriii tum wer- very high To make the pro* ess ec ..nomi, al ihe research 
was the.etore aimed at develop,,,« a suitable lamp a larger ph,*,.re at tor and more 
efhc tent utilization of light 

ihe period ..f tour years between this first stage and the second stage was the 

mosl pajnt.,1 ••, r»,e level,,Pu,en. ..» if,». PN< p.^ess V. I ,„ip ...„„„f „ t„iei wax 

willing to attempt to manufacture a trouble free la up In |'#S' à S kilowatt 

high pressure mercury lamp was .ompleted and hope was resided t«» the industrial 

manufacture of f„ir<«vf t blonde and tor , apro|a< fan. pio,f,H tu in hv the Beckman 
reaction with ox irne hydrochloride 

In I^K the first pilot plant equipped with a S kilowatt mercury lamp started 
..peniti, .ns fhe yield of ,„,„* was ! «I grams pei kilowatt hour and l..n« , ontmuous 

runs were possible ihe development of the lamp proceeded with (he help of |„kVo 

Shibauia Met tru ( ompany and a 10-kilowatt high pressure lamp was perfected A 

pilot plant with a opacity of HM> kilograms per dav was equipped with a , omhtned 

*t of five lamps and completed in March l*>0 |,. develop this Pn*ess engineers 

replaced scientists ,„. the mam research Waif and the total numb», was raised from 

10 to hi) As a result of unexpected corros**, problems and unusual side reactions it 
tiM»fc about six months lo reach stable continuous working 

In October I «MO when Snia Visvma of |ta|v announced a caprolactam process 

«tarting with toluene sverai Japanese companies be, ame interested in Ih, new 

method When Mr Notarbastolo visited Japan ,n January I^S he wai shown 

through trw? Toyo kayo,, pUot plant and a comparison of processes was proposed In 

Mar.h I W,| teveral engineers from loyo Kayon visited Snia Yuk<*a to see the pilot 

plant and discuss its economic and technical problems ihe comparison showed that 

the two processes were almost «Njuailv economical Urn executives of loyo Rayon 

decided to maintain their own PNi pniceas, not only because of its bnfht future hut 

alio to commue their own technical development Th» decision accepted by the 
itientms and engineers, acted as an incentive for further development 

In August l%| 4 plant to increase production from I (JO kilogram* to 10 ton» 

per day was accepted and a plant with a capacity of K) tons was completed m March 

l%2  Inlike the situatnm in the former plant, many difficulties erupted at each 
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«tape hquipment was redesigned and maten*!* were thanfed After five months 
corroan m wa* eliminated Vale-up data ami the moit economical i<mditions ut 
operation were studied tur tettinf up the control «vsttm In November HMJ the 
proct* was exported to the Tirestone lire and Rubber < ompany of the I mted 
Stales This led to the de«ftn <>t a plant with A vapecttv <»t 60 tun« pet dav wrmh 
began pattiaJ operation in Man h i%< 

The tint of rewarth and development tor the PNt prore* ti shown in table Ms 
and the step» m its development are outlined tn table ^7 Jh<*%e tables show the 
length of time and the cotti to develop the -»rig ma I proce» 

The development of the PNX protesi ha* »hown how important to research «aff 
it can be to have the understanding and encouragement »if top management 

Hill   %*>      (OS!   (»I   ihíilAltíH   4NI» Dl Vf It^Mt NI  Of  tAP*OtA<TAM  IY   IHt 
PHOTO NIT! OS A HON ( Y( l OHI XANI (PNt I P*tM Ì %S IN JAPAN   m<> l«M4 

ithtwmmis <>f Joátarí; 

Vërwhtr , tutti Ff*«/ coni s 

1950 195« 127 h 125 

1959 43 9 19 7 

I960 SK9 115* 

1961 m n ni ñ 

1962 412 0 7S1 0 

196 J 5520 232.0 

1964 l§7 2 124 1 

TOTAL ,7114 1,6*6 7 

Snrnrr«   K  HOSH1NO tM M. I m < I W) *PN(   *-.*«•• 
LtttM", Ckmmimi feomtmk* (HI tmftm—ì. I *< * >. 11 

TABU   $7      DEVr.UlTMtNl   Of   THI   PHOTO NI TROSATION  ( Yl LOMfXANt   (PNO 
PUOI T.SS IN JAPAN. I<**2 \W 

Ckpmity l*mp Oxime 
of pàm t imputi y yuiä RsH of phml cutí 

(tomJeMy) 

10 

(kW) 

10 

(grimikWh j 

160 

(per cent J 

1942 March 100 

1943 Match 30 20 200 40 

19*4 December 60 20 240 40 

194S September 76 20 2S0 35 

1966 December 95 20,40 320 32 

1967 April 140 20,40 320 2S 

Some*   K. HOSMMOa*4 M. ITO (!•*?) 
feomomlei (tw JaawwM), l*0), 71 

PNC Proem LactMi". Chtmémt 

il 
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: s National nul regional pilot planta m th#> ctevelofMng , otinlries 

< haptei   :4Iiií(ln..iW,|„Mllv,Ml,,,)||1>   •i...nii.irro^d«-vp|,r,ir„,    ,, p,,tVII1,rs 

snowing that 

••«#•• It * >«»inrír.v h.,, had ,fx .«,„ HK,»nen.e ..t some pro, ess rr...,, !^,M!l,rv 

t<. pilot plan« .1 *,|| IHV«. ,„. .l,»f,4.,ltv m ..nde.sundi... „,»,) ,„,,„„„*.,,n^ 
foreign te. hrK.lí.tfv in ¡he „ame nrmess 

'*' It the foreign o,npai.v »^ had «mough apéneme -t ,o,nme. ,al working 

the.* should he no problem «n In, al operation A manulaiturei mieresied „, 

ne* methods should hllv .„, estahlnhed re,hmque for Ü .om,ner,,a| 

• •peraiion   In »his .ase   i ,>i|,.t plant »s not a necessary idditiona! pur   hase 

li i If the hneign te, hm,,„e .s ,n «. sperimentai stage the buyer should ir* e 

the results m the lah..,„,,rv h„.ld * pilot plani ami develop his „*,, 
technique tor s* ale up 

Ui rven ,t the te.hni.pie is iiiirod.ued Iron» toreign , ountr.es Itvhnual 

applications and improvements should he investigated individually by each 

buyer [he applications of produits often have special char .c terni., s m 
each country   and a market must he developed tor each 

It, F he attempted ...operation >» .„any private companies m research and 

development ,s often difficult first the subiec is »»pen to research are 

limited to a tield of mutual .merest Seguid the response«!,tv tor the 

research is not always iearlv defined Ihird the engineers ,, ! scientists 

*'ho ,om the . .M.peiahve research piugramine often turn .ut to he 

observers instead ut researchers fourth company executives generally rely 
»m ftireign rather than domestic technology 

(() It lakes time and money to develop a home industry hut fa, h country 

should hring its own technique up to as high a level as possible and s+.ould 

attempt to create new produits I he attitude of the executives is very 
important tor building up an individual technique 

In building up an industry eai h developing country should follow a procedure 

appropriate to its stage of development natural resources and social conditions 

intruding education   re lipón  transport system  standard of living and will to work 

In the development stage of the hpanese chemical industries leverai pilot plants 
were built m the national research institutes wttn or without the COM .per at Km of 
private chemical etmipames The (.ov.-rnrnem (nemicai Industrial Research Institute 
m lokyo played an important role in the establishment of Japanese cherrucaJ 
technology from the laboratory to the pilot plant and then on to the private 
companies It also initiated research in the private chemical companies by offering 
instruction to employees in various subjects 

Most of the industry m developing countries comes from the more developed 
countries. This pattern is not expected to change m the near future Therefore the 
activities of a national pilot plani will be confined to a small area 

If there are special local products in the country, a national research laboratory 
could study the progrès* of production from basic research to a pilot plant It is 
unlikely that high polymers could be developed because the raw material generally 
depends or. petroleum It is also doubtful that a regional pilot plant could be 
established Almost all the new technical processes in polymers and plastic have 
been developed in th« more advanced countries Production is no problem so long as 
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the    .leve loping       Mifitrv    buys    *n   estanhshr.1   tei hniipie    tnun   mor»'    developed 
> outlines   X pilot plan r  w< uld then (ml  h»- ) prere.pnsite  l< »c making piatite s tri anv 
developing > » Mint rv   It a c injntr> wants t< > buy a te( hm«|tie in the espertrnental stag* 
m i! ii ts interested ir« the patent rights n> < pr>« ess   « pilot plant is necessary   This 
requires unie   money and manpower  «mi is  in the long run   not very euHMiniMal 

it is in purum tor a developing . ouniry i-> invale good conditions h>r the 
HitiuliH tum >t new techniques from developed ounfttes and tor improving and 
adapting thein lo lodi LiHtditions 

< reating ê new invention does not always promise economic prosperity Many 
ruiopeaii ideas have Keen introduced into and »mimten, ialt/ed in the I nited St4fes 
Japan has used many foreign naUhods and although the effort to develop home 
industry is lower there than in r uropean countries eumumu development in lapan 
»s sometimes greater than in rurope 

It is important for each developing lountrv to know how to adapt advanced 
techniques fot its »wn fotnonih development instead of spending à great amount ol 
money and time in creating new ones A national or regional pilot plant is not 
necessary ¡n order to make use of established technology but the developing country 
mu« have a national or regional laboratory tor applications research Applications 
research will help to improve the living conditions in a country and will result in 
special local products 

laMe f K lists various c hemic-d and industrial research laboratories in the federal 
Ptepublk of (»ermanv France Japan ami the I nited States and indicates the fields 
of researc h number of staff members and laboratory area 

UHUS*       (HtMKAl   ANIHNIH STRIAI  KIStARt M lARORAÎORtfS 

Stmft" 
mrmtwrs 

I ahtwuton 

Sumitomo ( hemic al ( entrai Research 
Laboratory (Japan) 

Basic research 

Organic  inorganic, and physical chemistry 
polymerization, materials evaluation, 
chemical engineering 

Applications research 

Application of polymer», technical service 

Sumitomo Bakelite (entrai Research 
Laboratory (Japan) 

Applications research 

Documentation 

Main 5* Vi 78 m2 

Sub 
Doc 
TOTAL 

5 H 
4 

120 

(basic 
research ) 

Mam 41 5J36mJ 

Sub 47 (applications 

Ad m 62 research) 

TOTAL 150 2,812 m1 

(adrr, i iteration 
and L %r»ry) 

Mam 77 

Sub 35 

A dm 55 

TOTAL 167 
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I iMe ^*    , 'intmuedi 

I >er>ki Haga*' u < entrai Ketearih < Japan» 

Nam research 

Organa   inorgank   and physn ¿\ , hemntry 
poly rtieri/af ion 

»»ie»fi/»er\ 

M din 

Sub 
Ad m 

lOTAl |S4 

I uhitrahtr i 

4 I rW MI' 

Polymer Research Laboratory (J<ipan> 

ApplicatHtns research 

\ppik attori of polymers protesting methods. 
technkaJ services market development 

Main IU 

Sub 20 
Adm 4 

ÏOTAL <4 

Asahi ( herrucaJ Technology al Research 
Institute ( Tokyo) 

BasK research 

Organ*, synthesis, polymerization bkHhemistry 
physical chemistry 

Development 

Mam 110 

Sub 11Ü 
4dm 40 

TOTAL 2HÌ 

Toyo Rayon Company Bas* Research 
laboratory (Japan) 

Basic research 

Organic tnd physical chemistry  biochemistry 

Physical and Chemical Research Institute (Japan) 

Basic research 

Organic and «organic chemistry, biochemistry 
polymer, agricultural and radiation chemistry 
polymer physics, microbiology, ceramics, 
metallurgy, theortticaJ physics mechanical 
and electrical engineering, electronics 

Mam 7H 

Sub W« 

Doc 12 

Adm 5«# 

TOT AI 217 

|4,<H6m2 

(land 

1*0 022 mJ | 

(cost of construc- 
tion $10 milbon) 

Research     ÌJJ    i5,77Vm2 

Adm 11 7 
TOTAL       450 
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fable S« (lontinuedl 

Documentation 

Statl" 
members 

Deutsche Kunststoffe Institut (Germany. Fed Rep ) 

Basic research 

Chemistry physics, testing 

lMborm$orv 

area 

TOTAL 100 

(entre d'Ltude des Matières Plastiques (France) 

nasties research 

Standardization 

Documentation 

TOTAL 45 

National Bureau of Standards, Polymer 
Division 11 SA > 

Polymer research 

Documentation 

TOTAL       200 

Mellon Institute 41 SA) 

Sponsored reataren 

Basic research 

Applications research 

Research      15 5 

Adm. IH4 

TOT AI       VW 

(government ( hemstal industrial Research 
Institute, (Tokyo, Japan) 

Analytical chemistry 

Physical chemistry 

Electrochemistry 

Industrial catalysts 

Pigments, dyes 

Poh/met chemistry 

Of and fat cha misery 

Wood chemistry 

Disposal of industrial wastes 

Explosives safety 

rÜgh-presaurc chemistry 

Research     304   29,943 m* 

Adm 152 

TOTAL       456 
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Table 5H ( continued J 

Statt " 
m em her \ 

l ah(waiof\ 
area 

l-eather 

Photo-sensitive materials 

Technical consultation 

(rt)vernment Industrial Research 
Institute, (Osaka, Japan) 

High-polymer chemistry 

Applications research tor plastics 
Ceramics 

Industrial wattes 

r-uel cell 

TOTA I M2 

Government Textile Research Institute (Japan) 

Dyeing and finishing 

Synthesis of new polymers 

Physical properties of polymers 

Textiles from fibres 

Research aito textile products 

(»overnment Indurrmi Arts Institute (Japan) 

Research «to consumer products 

Improvement of design 

Packaging 

Applications for plastics 
Metal finishing 

Processing erf wood and bamboo 

Cjowrnment Resources Research Institute (Japan) 

Min«f technology 

Applications of coal and petroleum 

Raw materials manufacturing process*« 
for poly mers 

( ombustton technology 

Industrial safety 

10 research sections 
TOTAL       I ?8 

TOT AI 215 

TOTAL      414 
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tropical plants and crops tor this purpose In India there ¡sa long history <>t research 
m the use of local products lor various applications One local product, developed in 
the I(MOv is a compression-moulding compound from shellac However the use of 
this moulding powder was abandoned as soon as phenolic products became available, 
because the moulding powder had too Ion,; a moulding cycle and various unstable 
properties. Recently, tannin-formaldehyde glue has been developed and appears to be 
a promising raw material Vegetable tannin and cashew nut shell liquid are also being 
studied as raw materials 

The value of such locally producible resins is not very high unless the resins are 
produced with the properties and at a cost necessary to compete with the existing 
important thermoplastic resins, such as polyethylene, I'VC resin, and polystyrene 
The chances of obtaining such a superb resin locally are very small in view of the 
development of the present petrochemical resins, and it is considered more advisable 
to concentrate on them. 

The process for producing ethylene from cane sugar or molasses alcohol has 
already been described. This was acceptable until ethylene could be cheaply made 
from petrochemicals. The production of important synthetic resins from locally 
available vegetables or special minerals, instead of from petroleum and natural gas, is 
not recommended. 

1.4     Financial aspects of the plastics industries 

Monomer and polymer industry 

The plastics industry is usually classified into two very different parts, the resin 
producers and the processing companies. 

Resin production has two stages The first is the production of monomer, e.g. 
the production of ethylene in manufacturing polyethylene, vinyl chloride monomer 
in polyvinyl chloride production, styrene monomer in polystyrene and so forth. The 
second stage is the polymerization of the monomers to make polymerized resin 
material. The different steps involved are all part of the so-called apparatus industry, 
which requires high investments, extensive automation and sufficient plant size. In 
order to justify production and make it economical, the capacity of the plant and the 
rate of operation should be as high as possible. 

Table 19 shows one example of production costs for low-density polyethylene. 
The cost of building a plant with a capacity of 25,000 tons per year would be 
approximately $11.7 million. If the capacity were enlarged to 100,000 tons per year, 
the cost of the plant would be $35.6 million, or 20 per cent less than the cost of 
building four 25,000-ton-capacity plants. Considering the fact that the costs of raw 
material and labour are a small percentage of the total cost, this 20-per-cent figure is 
very significant in lowering production costs. 

This difference could be much greater in the production of other resins. Tables 
26 and 27 show the production costs of styrene monomer and polystyrene. In the 
case of monomer production, a 12,000-ton-capacity plant costs $3.33 million, while 
a 96,000-ton-capacity plant (eight times larger than the first plant) would cost $11.1 
million. This is half the cost of building eight of the former plants. The manufacture 
of polystyrene from styrene monomer involves similar capital savings on larger-scale 
production. A polystyrene-polymerizing plant with a capacity of 10,000 tons per 
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year would cost approximately $2.7« million, while the same plant with a capacity 
of 80,000 ions would cost $12.5 million I ins is a capital saving of approximately 
one third. 

A study of the figures in tables 19 through 27 shows that the investment 
required for monomer production decreases as 'he capacity of the plant increases 
Polymerizing a part of the monomer also offers similar, though smaller savings A 
unified large-scaJe monomer production centre is therefore desirable, but individual 
polymer production plants could accommodate each local situation by providing 
smaller plants in more places. 

Plastics processing industry 

Processing is usually canted on in many small plants. This is partly a result of the 
smaller investment required to establish a small plant The size of the plant does not 
greatly affect the cost of production. Table 29 below shows that in the United 
States, plants with annual sales of over $2.5 million have an advantage over plants 
with sales of $250,000 to $500,000. The large processors do not benefit much from 
their size, nor are the small processors always handicapped by being small. Table 29 
also shows that the "profit before depreciation and taxes" averages out to 11 to 12 
per cent of sales. 

In the United States the processing industries purchase resins at competitive 
prices. Their selling prices are also competitive. In spite of this, the plastics processing 
industry is flourishing. A profit of 10 per cent before depreciation and taxes is 
relatively small compared with the profits of other manufacturing industries. This 
indicates that the plastics processing industry is very vulnerable and competitive. 
Capital is accumulated rather slowly through this pattern of internal financing. As 
explained earlier, the plastics processing industry is the key to establishing an 
integrated plastics industry. Special consideration must be given to lending money at 
lower interest rates and special tax rates when commodities are manufactured for 
export or for a government-supported project. 

In order to assist processors to increase their capacity, tax regulations should 
allow high depreciation rates. Cash equal to the amount of the depreciation should 
be retained within the company and invested in new machines and buildings within a 
reasonable number of years, providing a tax relief. A cheap and stable supply of resin 
is another factor to be considered. Continuous operation at high efficiency is the 
only means of ensuring fast capital returns and reinvestment possibilities. A shortage 
of raw materials or a fluctuation in prices discourages reinvestment since it is an 
indication of a poor risk. For this reason, the supply of resin should be under 
governmental control. 

The design of plastics products often poses problems when the products are 
exported. Even in the domestic market, a good design encourages further use of the 
same product It is rather difficult for small processing companies to maintain a large 
labour force for the purpose of producing new designs. A "design centre" for plastics 
processors is a possible solution to the problem. Such a design centre could provide 
information on patents, regulations, design, assistance in technical problems and so 
forth. Co-operation between United States designers and design centre« in different 
countries would be helpful. 
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TABI L   29      OPI RATING   1 XPLNSI S  AND  PROMTS OL   THF   PLASTICS PR(XT SSING 
INDUSTRY IN THI UNITI D STATLS 

(per cent of sale prue) 

Total 
industry 

Plants with annual sales of 

$250,000     $500,000       $1.000.000 
to                  to                   to 

$500.000    $1 000,000   $2.500.000 
over 

$2.500,000 

Costs of production 

Material 35.2 35.7 35.3 41,0 36.5 

Cost of labour 20.6 20.3 21.4 17.9 18.6 

Manufacturing expenses 
(including depreciation) 20.0 19.6 19.5 18.2 23.3 

TOTAL 75.8 75.6 76.2 77.1 78.4 

Gross profit 24.2 24.4 23.8 22.9 21.6 

Selling expenses 

Salaries and commissions 2.7 2.3 2.1 3.3 3.6 

Advertising 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.4 1.2 

Travel and 
entertaining 

Others 

1.0 

0.6 

1.5 

0.3 

0.5 

0.8 

0.5 

1.0 

0.8 

0.4 

TOTAL 5.0 4.8 3.8 5.2 6.0 

General and administrative expenses 

Executive salaries 

Debts 

Others 

8.0 7.4 6.4 3.4 3.3 

0.4 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 

3.6 4.9 5.2 5.2 4.8 

TOTAL 12.0 12.6 11.9 9.1 8.4 

Profit before depreciation and 
taxes 11.1 11.4 12.2 11.3 11.1 

Depreciation 3.9 4.4 4.1 2.7 3.9 

Taxes 2.8 2.5 2.9 3.4 3.1 

Net profit 4.4 4.5 5.2 5.2 4.1 

Source: The Plastics Processing Industry 1966, Tarnell Company Incorporated. 
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Table 58 (continued} 

Government Industrial Development Laboratory 
(Hokkaido, Japan) 

Watte treatment 
Applications of coti 
Recovery of tar acid 
Improvement of tar pitch 
AnaryiÉ 

Staff 
members 

Laboratory 
ana 

TOTAL     113 

Government Fermentation Reeearch 
liutmit« (ChJba, Japan) 

FtnKBtation of carbohydrates and 
hydrocarbons 
AAeiysfc and chemical entineerini 

Reeearch     49 (9 sections) 
Adm. 22  (1 section) 
TOTAL      71 

•taff or f—arch 
tr«M«ch 

'Ui'lit'l!   „J;   »'   j.     ;< 

*iV ' *•" »' {' s.'-;    ,».' 

«ÉÉM Éâmm 



RECOMMENDATIONS 

What can be done nationally or regionally to promote research and development 
in developing countries? It is difficult for developing countries to establish their own 
methods. Most of them lack the manpower, time and money needed to create new 
processes. Therefore, their economic development should be based on the 
introduction of methods from advanced countries. For this purpose, it is hoped that 
developing countries are well prepared to digest the foreign methods and adapt them 
to their own societies. 

The establishment of a national industrial research institute is recommended in 
each developing country to promote applications research and to collect information 
on the uses of local products. However, it may also be possible to establish an 
institute through the co-operation of several developing countries. In this case, 
UNIDO should work to set up such a regional industrial research institute. 

The functions of such an industrial research institute are as follows: 

(a) Collection of technical information and samples; 
(b) Technical guidance for private companies; 
(c) Research and development on behalf of private companies; 
(d) Training of scientists and engineers sent from private companies; 
(e) Applications research for domestic products and those made with foreign 

technology; 
(f) Research and development in the regional and national interest from 

laboratory to pilot plant. 
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PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY SERIES 

of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

ID/SER.J/1      The Brazilian synthetic polymer industry 

by Albert V   H. Hahn, ADELA Administrativ e Services 

Ltda., Sao Paulo, S. P., Brazil 

ID/SER.J/2     Selection of projects and production processes for basic and 
intermediate   petrochemicals   in developing  countries 

by Allan Benton,Chem Systems Ine., New York, NY. 

ID/SER.J/3     Studies in plastics fabrication and application 

Potential    plastics   applications   for    fabricators    in 

developing countries 

by   Joseph   F    Dash,   New   York  and   Richard   M 

Kossoff, R   M.  Kossoff and Associates,  New  York, 

N.Y. 
Plastics fabrication and raw materials integration in 

developing countries 

by Richard M. Kossoff, R. M. Kossoff and Associates, 

New York, NY. 

Establishing   an   integrated   coatings   and  adhesives 

industry in developing countries 

by Irving Skeist, Skeist Laboratories, Inc., Newark, 

N.J. 

ID/SER J/4    Studies in the development of plastics industries: 

Establishing plastics industries in developing countries 

by Mitsuru Kakimi, C. Itoh and Co., Ltd, Tokyo and 

Mamshi Honda. Kuraha Chamical industry Co., Tokyo 

Research and development in plastics industries 

by Masashi Honda, Kuraha Chamical Industry Co., 

Tokyo 

ID/SER.J/5    Establishing   standardization   of   plastics   in   developing 

countries 

by Koai Mar uta,  Ministry of Intarnational   Trada and 

Industry, Tokyo 
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